Contemporary Vennyan Poetry, Circa 2010; a Manifesto, not for a Movement, but for a
Moment in the History of our Kenyan Poetry

By Stephen Derwent Partington, and various other hands that are his and others’

With especial thanks to the poets who are discussed; for the Kenyan group of cultural
scholars at the University of Witwatersrand; for Evan Mwangi; for the cultural studies Profsin-Place such as Mbugua wa Mungai; for Keguro, who bullied me

‘When the great lord passes, the wise peasant bows low, and silently farts’ – Ethiopian
proverb

Hehehe, and teeheehee,
Let’s have a chat about po-e-tree…

I refuse to formally structure this thing: you will come to see that we dislike formal, unitary
structures, each thing in its miserably herded place, Luos to the Left and Rendilles to the
Right. No: let me just write as it comes.

Hey, this one little text box is the sole addition I’ve made to this essay after completing it in a simple flow. I
should tell you that it was written in just eleven solid sittings over a period of two full weeks. So there. I think I
must have been feeling passionate about contemporary Kenyan poetry. And whyever not? It is, after all,
passionate stuff, as I hope you’ll come to agree.

Since I arrived in Kenya, many many years ago, ostensibly ‘highly educated’ people have told
me, ex cathedra, to Shut Up, that I have no right to speak about ‘our issues’. Some others
amongst the many who are miserably denied an education – specifically, matatu touts –
have told me to ‘Go back to your own country, America’. This latter rather confused me, as
I’ve never been to America, and have little immediate desire to go there, let alone by
matatu.
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Being a young New Socialist, I’m afraid that I can not respect the elitist, high-low binary that
would enable me to listen respectfully and respond thoughtfully to the first group, but
simply ignore the second. Instead, let me conclude: both are imbeciles, and of a type with
those far-right racists from Britain – where I did once live for a short time – who believe that
Kenyan or Indian immigrants, say, have fewer or no rights when compared to the
supposedly ‘indigenous (for which, YAAAAWN!, read ‘White’) British’, let alone rights to
contribute to the society to which they, as part of a wider ‘Us’, can and do so invaluably
contribute. Lyotard calls such silencing ploys, such attempts to eliminate folk from the
language game, ‘Terrorism’ – indeed, they are, and Kenya’s had enough of terrorism. I don’t
necessarily mean (again, YAAAAWN!, if this is all we mean by ‘terrorism’: Islamophobia) the
Al Qaeda attacks on the US embassy, the bombing of the Paradise Hotel, or the attempts to
shoot down an Israeli passenger plane over the Indian Ocean – no, I mean the repressive
and ideological terrorisms of Colonialism, Flag Independence Dictatorship, KANU ni Baba na
Mama, Clergy Idolism and all that rather dissonant jazz that we’ve come to sum up in our
national catchphrase, ‘This is Kenya!’ We need something realistically upbeat and – heyhey,
here’s my Ngugi-ism – ‘progressive’…

Still, we’ll come to like and have solidarity with matatu touts and Jua Kali artisans at the end
of this long essay, and might come to like them more than some of our, ahem, ‘Higher’
Profs.

Now, I’ve no desire to speak ‘for’ anyone, and am acutely aware and miserably respectful of
the potentially oppressive consequences of such a thing: I’ve read my Spivak, even if
Professor Wotsisname hadn’t – or, for that matter, hasn’t read anything since F.R.Leavis.
The whole point of my chat here is to point out that the New Generation of Kenyan poets,
many of whom are being simultaneously published in 2010, can speak for themselves, thank
you very much, Mr Big Don Professor Man. After all, if you’re gonna be a ‘young New
Socialist’, you have to realise that this means avoiding the cultural defoliation occasioned by
earlier forms of Vulgar Marxism, which couldn’t nuance women, ethnic groups or other
marginalised types into its Grand Narrative – mate, Stalin’s dead, if you didn’t know! If
Stephen Derwent Partington were to write definitively ‘for’ Phyllis Muthoni, Ngwatilo
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Mawiyoo, Mukoma wa Ngugi, Siboe Makhoka, Njeri Wangari, Tony Mochama and the other
New Generation poets who form a constellation larger than these six stars, then he’d run
the risk of possibly falling into the age-old trap of cultural imperialism. But as we may see,
the issue is rather more complicated than this: I am possibly one amongst these, much as
their writings are an integral part of complex little me – little hybrid Stephen, who’s as
multiply-interpellated by various discourses as any of these six, and so who considers
himself one amongst them as a Kenyan.

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
I carry a tin can of oil
and a white bag of charity corn.
For homework I’m a lookout in the bush
watching over the family’s cattle,
AK47 cradled with familiar ease…
From ‘Face of Africa’ from Phyllis Muthoni’s 2010 collection, – the younger poets are aware of
cultural imperialism, and of how ‘AfriKa’ can be represented in a derogatory fashion by the
international media. Even during our post-election violence, the same happened, and many
mainstream news agencies seemed to imply that, ‘Here we go again’. Muthoni’s title, ‘Face of Africa’,
plays with the internationally-sponsored modelling competition of that name. Hers is a list poem:
perceptive, satirical and powerfully indignant. She insists on having the last word, of asserting a
parodic voice despite the attempt to silence her.
In the first part of this essay, I shall insert these text boxes containing quotations from some of the
New Vennyan Poems, and especially those by women writers. I do this to both add balance in my
discussion of Okot p’Bitek, who is possibly too quick to speak for women, and also so that these
quotations might have a conversation with my own surrounding text; a conversation which I invite
you to participate in…

Now, this really is a claim: that I’m ‘one amongst’ my colleagues – as a reader, then, you’d
better keep an eye on me, so I really don’t become the fifth columnist, the sneaky cultural
imperialist who hides himself in a disguise of words. But if we bullet-pointed the
biographies of these exciting young poets – and along the way, we will allude to their
situation – we’d find a mobile and delightfully motley group of poets who overlap and
interact like a Kenyan Venn, me as happily as any. Us Vennyan Versifiers, who sometimes
speak for each other when speaking of our(complex)selves, and perhaps in a manner that
speaks to you, too. So forgive me if I sometimes seem to discuss myself as me, or one of us,
but at other times have a sort of ‘themmy’ feel – I’m as happily hybrid as the next person.
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But where were we? – by which, I mean ‘I’? Yes, I’m here, standing at the door of this piece
of writing, thinking that I should enter, but feeling that I have to explain to you, the wary
bouncer-reader, how I came by the invitation I’m holding in my hand. Well, I was handed it
by a brilliant young thinker, Keguro Macharia – I’m telling you this, because his name sounds
a little bit, well, ‘Kenyan’, doesn’t it, which might help my case?! And he’s a proper Kenyan,
as far as you’re concerned: skin colour, name, passport, all that sort of stuff. There might be
some things you wouldn’t like about him, but we’ll ignore those for the moment. What’s
important, is that he asked me to write about the New Generation of Kenyan poets,
specifically those whose new (often debut) collections of poetry are out this year, and to
consider how they might be, er, different, if at all they seem to be, from, er, those canonical
poets we’re told to read – or something like that. And he persuaded me to write it, not as
one of my dusty ‘formal academic articles’ for a refereed journal, but as something rather
freer in style, and for open web-publication. So, if you don’t like what I have to say, or how
I’ve said it, blame Keguro. Or you could blame those many others who have kindly given me
authorization to write over the years: Evan Mwangi, Binyavanga Wainaina, the lot of them,
whose names I could reel off so as to either make myself seem popular or them generous.
But I won’t reel off their names: a) because I don’t want to be ‘popular’, I just want the right
to speak, which I have anyway, you marginalising old gate-keeping professor-and-tout
buggers; b) I don’t need a list of ‘acknowledgements’, itemising the generous Kenyans I’m
indebted to for ‘allowing’ me to talk – because they know, as I do, that ‘permission to speak’
is not the same as the ‘right to speak, which is something we all should, must and do have,
despite power’s often uniformed insistence to the contrary. So, Mr Bouncer Man Security
Guard Bloke, get the hell out of my way, I’m gate-crashing, and so are this lot who are with
me!

I’m not some liberal weed who’s clammed up with guilt about the colonial past, or who feels
the need to be embarrassed that he was born (your term, which you never let me forget,
chanting it as you do whenever you see me, constructing me and yourself) a mzungu. No, I
am a lefty Kenyan, formerly a passport-holding British subject, who disliked that subjection,
even though it of course never herded me into a concentration camp, flogged or castrated
me, or raped me. Let me take the Spivak approach: I choose to have a rage against such
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things, and will write with a rage against them as strongly as the next person, in an act of
genuine, not affected, solidarity. I will rage against them because they have had the
historical effect of silencing me today, and the more pernicious effect of silencing, in my
name, and in all the connotations of that word, those who were once colonial subjects.
‘Flavius and Murellus are put to silence’, we learn in that Julius Caesar which Julius Nyerere
so expertly translated into Kiswahili – Shakespeare provides us with an ambiguity here, and
we never learn whether the two Tribunes who spoke out against the tyranny of an Imperial
Caesar were silenced as in ‘killed’, or silenced as in ‘ordered to hold their tongues’. Kenyans
of the colonial period endured the former; I, today, have the less frightening latter – and
yet, we are still hand-in-hand, the Two Tribunes, Flavius-and-Murellus, us. Us.
PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
[History watches]…
like a Guantanamo guard’s haunting stares,
waiting,
for the mass grave to resurrect when the last baobab dies.
From ‘In Memoriam’ from Siboe Makokha’s 2010 collection, Nest of Stones – the young poets are aware
of the history of oppression. Here, Makokha remembers his own grandfather’s incarceration in a
British Colonial Concentration Camp. An awareness of past crimes makes him acutely aware of
present injustices, such as the American prison camp at Guantanamo Bay. Guantanamo being in
Cuba, there are perhaps echoes in this poem of the old Tricontinental. Certainly, there’s a hint of the
possibility of future mutiny in that ‘mass resurrection’ of the last line, reminding oppressors that there
are always consequences.

Hands up if you like Okot p’Bitek

Come on, class, hands up. No, no, no, how should we go about this? Yes, firstly let’s ask Mr
Professor Man to leave the room. That’s right, off you go. Where should you go? I suggest
the library – it’s that building over there, on the right. Now, let’s try again, class: hands up if
you like Okot p’Bitek’s poetry? Ah, that’s better. But why not?

Student 1: It’s boring!
Answer: Perhaps you may think so, you young Playstationing Pimp, but that’s a silly answer
for now – although, yes, you don’t have to read him, I suppose… But ‘boring’, as your
grandmother should have told you, is not a reason.

Student 2: He was Ugandan.
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Answer: Try to be a bit less dangerously nationalistic. What, you’re saying you’re not gonna
read Okot because of some island named Migingo? Hey, if Okot had been purple-skinned or
summat, I’d go so far as to call you racist. Even so, I’d go so far as to call you misguided.

Student 3: He doesn’t speak for me. He doesn’t speak to me.
Answer: That’s not quite enough. Explain yourself…

Now, I could go on for bloody ages like this, pretending I’m both the Teacher and Student 3
(who I’m coming to like), and I could perhaps come up with some fascinating tradphilosophical ‘Dialogue’, a la Socratic; and yet I’m not about to relegate the Kenyan student
to a mere ‘Aye-sayer’, the pitiful Socratic interlocutor who has to mindlessly nod at
everything the Prof-Meister Plato pontificates. My heart’s not in it, I’m afraid. So let me be
that me/we/us/them/s/he chap, that composite Kenyan, our Vennyan, who may well be
Student 3 – and, for that matter, the teacher/me/us et alia. [Oh, Stephen, do please shut up
and get on with it!] Here’s what s/he presently thinks – today, s/he’s in a critical and gently
learned mood, and seems to be drafting notes for a dissertation entitled, ‘Okot’s District
Sixes’, which will never be completed, but which is important as a foil, as a reminder of
where very real socio-political danger lies, before we move on to see how the New Vennyan
Poetry perhaps does things slightly differently…

We shall respect the ancestor Okot, but slay the ghost.

‘Okot’s District Sixes: or, you are hereby evicted for the colour of your skin, and this is now
a whites-only area; or, you are hereby evicted for your perceived ethnicity, and this is now
a Gikuyu/Kalenjin/Luo/Kamba/Whoever-only area’ – by A Vennyan

‘*I+t is Swahili, Sheng and English that make him...
Define him by the paradox he is’ – Siboe Makokha, 2010

Okot’s construction, ‘Lawino’, can eat our miniskirts, as far as we’re concerned. Let’s get
this right from the outset: Lawino’s not a person, she’s a character in a loooonnng – indeed,
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an overlong – narrative poem, written by some bloke who feels he can speak for her. What
gives him this right!? Not even that Partington bloke presumes to speak for us. So, we’re
not ridiculing a person when we criticise ‘her’, Lawino, nor really Okot (he’s as much a slave
to the discourses/narratives that inform him as a subject as our character-site, ‘Lawino’, is a
slave to him); nor traditional African culture, as the Africanists call it; nor ‘blacks’; nor…and
so on. Get over it. You’ll have to read my concerns and respond to them, not to some
mythical ‘white Eurocentric writer’ of yore. If you do that, you’re playing that terrorist card
again, and I won’t have it, I tell you – none of us will. We’re here, we’ve gate-crashed the
party, we’ve tied up your gate-keeper and marker-penned ‘DISCRIMINATOR’ across his
jacket, and now you’d better listen to us. Don’t feel threatened: we’re young, but we’re not
anarchistic yobs out to bully you as you would us; we’re not here to replace your zealotry
with our own, new, incompatible doxies – in fact, let’s agree that we’ll rather nuance what
you did around the 1960s, and let’s share a Tusker. Or a Summit Malt. Or a Sierra Amber.
Yes, there are many beers these days, not just the old monopoly gulp…

But back to Okot. Let’s start with what we admire about him, his Wer Pa Lawino (Song of
Lawino) and his ‘Song School’, sometimes called the ‘Song Tradition’, as historical
necessities – you see, unlike many other so-called avant-gardists or manifesto-me-me-me
types, we like history and are aware of its importance, for now. For us. We like the fact that
this first generation of East African poets, like others around the continent, were perceptive
and uncompromising in the face of that Colonialism which robbed them of their capacity to
construct their own identities. But let’s not overcook the ugali, or overegg the pudding, and
imagine colonial discourse was irresistible: one error that much classic postcolonial theory
falls into rather knee-jerkingly, I find, is that it assumes that during Colonialism the
colonialists alone held all the cards, or that as soon as the first District Office was set up ‘The
Natives’ rolled over, capitulated and could not do and did not do anything for themselves.
To think like this would be patronising in the extreme. Yes, Colonialism was ugly, criminal,
despicable, violent, possessed of arms, vanguarded by the Triumviral ideologies of
Missionary Christianity, Capitalism and Savagery; and yet, on the grand anti-colonial level, as
Ngugi and Kinyatti have pointed out, there was never complete capitulation, and at various
times various folk fought back, admirably. Okay, Ngugi and Kinyatti may rather refract these
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highly different rebellions and revolutions – some of which were in support of republican
values, some of which were in support of traditional kingdoms, and so on – through the
prism of their earlier Vulgar Marxism, and so unconvincingly portray all of them as
proletarian uprisings, homologising them out of their ‘commitment’ to a form of
Communism – but still, the rebellions were there. Clearly, for example, the Kenya Land and
Freedom Army (euphemistically known as Mau Mau) could not have surfaced (however we
interpret it: as a genuine anti-colonial movement, or as part of an internal Gikuyu rift, or
whatever) if the Settlers and Government Colonialists had broken the spirit of the people.
But even then, I don’t know why we’ve such an obsession with the Grand Names only, the
Kimathis and the like – on the day to day level in the village, folk continued, often despite
the appalling odds stacked against them by colonialism, to act out their cultures beneath
the radar. If we overcook-overegg Colonial discourse’s power, then we do an injustice to its
subjects, and possibly rob all who are oppressed under similar circumstances of their
agency, their ability to resist, subvert, dissent and argue back.

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
I will no longer wait
amongst the graves
hoping for papa to rise from the death he died
so many years before I was born;
before I knew him.
From ‘In non remembrance of Papa’ from Phyllis Muthoni’s 2010 collection, – a fascinating and
perhaps insoluble ambiguity runs through this short and sombre poem. What’s going on: is the young
voice lamenting the cultural death of her ancestors under, say, colonialism, in which case only the
colonialists are to blame; or could we read it as a young poet’s criticism of the older generation of
writers, who turned, perhaps understandably, into ‘disillusionment literature’, which won’t do for this
new generation, who want a new aesthetic, a living poetry? There are other games that the active
reader might play with this poem, enriching it, deciding upon either this or that interpretation, or
simply ‘deciding’ that it’s aporetic, or undecidable. These new poems are democratic in this manner.

But back to Okot – again. Clearly, the imperial representation and repression of colonial
subjects in Kenya and wider East Africa was powerful, and was rightly resented. That local
cultures were denigrated is undeniable. People were, like Lawino’s husband, taught to hate
their own cultures, becoming (a popular 1960s word amongst East African intellectuals)
‘apes’ of the West, compradors, black-skin-white-maskers, or whatever-ye-may-call-ems,
some of these shoeing-in to become that National Bourgeoisie which Fanon so rightly said
would compromise ‘true’ independence and instead herald an age of neo-colonialism. All of
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this – and I have deliberately used the language of the time, the 1960s and 1970s, because I
respect the anti-colonialists – is something that we must have cognisance of in any society:
history is to be valued, especially when it reminds us that people suffered and died.

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
For Nairobi’s population, for the Kenya outside Nairobi. For settled and unsettled members of the African
diaspora, for parents and grandparents with breath and life to tell the stories of their lives and help my
generation understand, become one.
The Dedication from Ngwatilo Mawiyoo’s 2010 collection, Blue Mother Tongue – who says the younger
poets don’t respect lived history and the testimonies of previous generations?

Okot’s poetry fits very much into this anti-colonial moment, and should, I feel, be studied
for what it is: a vital moment in our region’s complex history. His poem has a corrective
function – and I’ve no problem with art having a function or a purpose, for like Chinua
Achebe, who in the same year as Song of Lawino (1966) published his seminal A Man of the
People, I believe that ‘any good story, any good novel, should have a message, should have a
purpose’. Song of Lawino argues against well-known historical-derogatory representations
of ‘The (definite article) African’, and against that universalising Leavisite form of (EuroAmerican) Literary Studies which was being taught at Uganda’s Makere University. Good
stuff: we all despise cultural imperialism in general and F.R.Leavis and his elite type of rightwing LitCrit in particular. Good stuff: in the heat of the colonial and early independence
moment, we needed correctives that seek to recuperate an identity denied or – as Okot saw
it – lost. Kudos, kudos, kudos, and if I were any good at writing panegyrics or any other
form of Praise Poem, or if I thought I’d enjoy such a thing, I’d write one for you, Bwana
Okot. And it’d be, like the precedent you set, a very looooong one. There are attitudes in
Lawino that we like – that we love. When contextualised.

The problem is this: there’s way in which we’ve become rather uncomfortable with some of
the language you used back then, and which I’ve in my own way ‘aped back at you’ in the
paragraphs above. And there’s a way in which anti-colonial rhetoric, tub-thumping and
bluster-bull won’t do, 50 or so years after our Uhuru wa Bandera, our Flag Independence.
As lefties (some of us) and new young things (all of us), we know there’s still much
disentangling to do, as is implied in my use of the term Uhuru wa Bandera, which I’m sure
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you’d approve of – disentangling our(complex)selves from The West (which we believe to be
less of a monolithic beast than you had to pretend), but also from the neo-colonial political
elites and, yes, from YOU and your inhibiting cultural prescriptions. *But as we’ll see later,
there are some entanglements that we like.] Take, for instance, that word ‘recuperation’ –
you never used it, but you believed in it. It became a buzzword in the 1980s for what you
were trying to do: to regroup, to recover identities thought ‘lost’ or suppressed. But we
can’t use such a word these days with entirely straight faces: ‘recuperation’.

In fact, we’ve very real objections to this word and the poetry you believed it necessitated.
The word implies that colonialism was a white elephant that sat with its entire arse covering
the colony, squashing the land and its people equally; it then stood up, wobbled off or was
poked off, and the land and its people could return to some mythically authentic ‘precolonial’ Eden. Uh-uh, no! We’ve already considered how colonial discourse was not in fact
irresistible; nor was it experienced in the same way in different colonies, or across different
regions of the same colony – a point that is especially true of British Colonialism, which adhoc’ed things as and where it miserably went, aping the old Roman ‘Divide-and-Rule’. [Now
you’ve got me mixing my metaphors: colonialism’s an ape and an elephant?! But we’ll come
to hybridity later!] But then we’ve that other, second concern: that there was pre-colonial
Eden to return to.

Our concern on this second assumption of yours, is that it relies – ironically, given your
stated ‘intention’ – too much on, yes, colonial discourse itself. Just like the Negritudists,
whose weak form under the French-loving Senghor merely accepted the French ‘Otherising’
of ‘The (definite article) Black’, accepting some stupid eternal binary of White/Black and
never the twain shall meet, so too your poetics accepts the British denotation, ‘The Tribe’.
Ironic, because you and so many others knew there was something wrong with that
category as defined by the colonialist – and yet, you unwittingly argued back at those
colonialists, aping their ‘Tribe Talk’. To say that you dislike the word ‘Tribe’ is not in itself a
refutation. Your Song School – followed by Okello Oculi, Jooseph Buruga and modified
fascinatingly on a thematic level by Muthoni Likimani – was doomed to fail. It failed,
because it mistook the desire to subvert for the subversion itself, and became ensnared in
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the ethnographical trap set for you by colonial discourse. We are further away now: we can
see your footprints and your fall. The British wrote ‘Tribe’, fenced them off discursively
(and, in the case of the Gikuyu and others, physically), marked out their supposed ancestral
lands, demarcated reserves, and said ‘All you folk in that geographical zone are ‘Tribe A’ and
forevermore shall be, Empire without end, Amen’. The complexities of precolonial
migrations, metissage, mixing, intermarriages, transculturation, call it what you will – all
these traceable histories were ossified, fixed-and/or-erased like the entomologist’s dead
butterfly, and ‘known’ through the colonialist’s pen. This was ethnoentomology as
ethnogenesis – your myriad and mutating ethnic groups were birthed by the colonialists as
stillborn monsters. Why did you accept their categories, reifying and fetishizing your culture
as a ‘tribe’ within closed borders? Why should we?

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
…jumping on the backs of women at work in rice paddies;
on hammocks sheltered by lush mango trees
the children are alive,
unlike these two men fishing at a canal
faces set and impassive.
From ‘Children at Play’ from Phyllis Muthoni’s 2010 collection, – the younger poets know that they
and the rest of the youth can be vibrant, joyful, alive and free to move beyond the reserves others
might create for them.

Alongside Song of Lawino, you wrote some expository prose, notably ‘African Aesthetics –
the Acholi Example’, which contained some early statements on Oral Culture that you
seemed to insist must become the template for written culture of the sort that you
personally spearheaded in your narrative Song. Certainly, the descriptions and hence
prescriptions that you made with regard to ‘African Literature’ were repeated in just about
very school textbook on poetry, oral or written, that I have on my shelves – I don’t just
mean from the 1960s: I mean, miserably, through the 1970s, the 1980s, the 1990s and,
residually, the ‘noughties’! You believed that somehow the cohesive and coherent culture
of a ‘tribe’ (I am deliberately using this word) inhered in literature, which must be passed
down in a pure and authentic form from generation to generation, again World without end,
Amen. Words were perfect, precise carriers of culture; unproblematic memes. And they
could police, and should police, both the people within the group and the borders
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separating the group from those outside. You praised how Acholi literature could ostracise
those who wouldn’t play the game of conforming to what you called ‘Acholi culture’ (always
a singular, undifferentiated culture); how it begged dissidents to ‘O, cowards, return into
your mother’s womb!’; how this was insurance against what you, with echoes of the Fuhrer,
called ‘societal disintegration’; how you said that ‘it is by participation alone *for which, read
conformity+ that life is made meaningful’; how you relished the thought that Acholis can
only be ‘truly human’ and ‘grown up’ if they completely accept given rules, and how those
who refused to conform were and should be called ‘fools’, ‘insane’, ‘nothing’, ‘not human’.
Oh, what a grand vision you had. But if you want us young poets to live there and write and
celebrate such a world, then you can bugger off. We don’t want to live in such an
environment: we are not willing to be hemmed-in by literature, to be funnelled into the
right-wing communitarian (in the negative political sense of that word) idyll. An idyll? No: a
dystopia of agonising submission, duty, deference, docility, conformity, subservience and
meekness. We have lived under oppressive regimes for too long on the national level to
accept it on any polity level: KANU ni Baba na Mama. Uh-uh, up yer bum! Obey, and you
may laugh according to our rules – disobey in any small way, and you’ll be disappeared. And
you told us not to take books or brains into ‘traditional dances’; you told us to seek such
performances where they still occur, and to ‘shut your mouth’ and listen. What you meant,
was that you wanted us to be hailed, interpellated as obedient ‘tribal’ subjects. Ah, you and
yours, you want, like the professor-cum-tout wants with Partington, for East Africans to
Shut Up and kowtow to your chosen culture. Obey, obey, obey my cultural fundamentalism,
you cried.

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
[M]y heart is spread across lands,
divided more by immigration officers
than by mountains and oceans
From ‘Before the Song Begins’, from Ngwatilo Mawiyoo’s 2010 collection, Blue Mother Tongue – some
younger poets know what divides: not physical landscapes, but institutionalised power and
constructed boundaries. What suffers, is love, is productive relationships.

Well, no. Hell, no. That’s not 2010; that’s not what our mothers and fathers have fought for
since your time in their own so-called second and ongoing liberations in Kenya; yes, we too
remember collective political action – you’re not the only ones who lived through important
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socio-political times. We value community: as we might state later, we’re not, as you
believe, blind individualists – no, that’s your stereotype of ‘The (definite article, monolithic)
West’ and ‘Us’, the young, who you fear will bring the corruption of cultures. But try not to
read us through your 1960s terminology: take us on our terms, and you’ll see that you can
come to understand us as we ambivalently understand and respect-despise you and your
relevance-irrelevance, then and now. We don’t like your tyrannical insistence upon
conformity; however, as you’ll see, this isn’t to say that we don’t admire and aspire to
certain productive forms of consensus and solidarity – as I say, community isn’t a dirty word.
We’ll use your term, but differently. In 1973, you wrote, ‘I hope my Song of Lawino…will be
relevant in fifty years time to some historians *…+ I hope that people will stop buying Song of
Lawino when it ceases to be relevant to them’. Poor Okot: we have ignored these, the
wisest of your words. Yes, our literary historians should study you; yes, we should still buy
and read you; but we should not, as subsequent professors have done, and as Stalin
cynically did with his re-versioned Lenin, be obliged to accept your text’s implications, hook,
line and sinker as eternally relevant. In its entirety, it isn’t. It isn’t relevant to us in that way.
It doesn’t speak to Student 3. Look at Student 3 there at the back of the class, scared to tell
you what s/he thinks, browbeaten, crestfallen. By your text; or, more’s the point, by its
perpetual circulation by B-rate academics ever since, who haven’t designed a new syllabus
since nineteen-sixty-something.

But back to you, who are also a part of us, but a part we wish to argue with even where we
seek to absolve to some degree – you see, we really are ambivalent, but not confused. Your
acceptance of colonial anthropology did not stop at your well-meant but right-wing
communitarianism on the ‘tribal’ level. No, for you, equally acceptingly, worked to form
nations in the image of your former Masters. Of course, what else could you do? And yet, it
was as if, accepting the Berlin Conference boundaries, you felt you had to swallow the
whole structure of the imposed, Euro-nationalist nation; again, hook, line and sinker.
Kenyan nationalism in its anti-colonial form was, as I’ve hinted at before, almost inevitable,
and is not to be fully confused with the sort of nationalism that has a very bad name in postWorld War Two Europe – as some left-of-centre postcolonial theorists have had to point out
to their more liberal-weedy cousins recently, your strategic essentialist nationalism was
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undoubtedly an important ploy. The Communist Manifesto (remember that?) pointed out
that the first stage toward class justice would be ‘national(ist)’. Eagleton reminds us of this
from abroad, as does Benita Parry, as does, even, Spivak herself – but you didn’t need any
LitDept-based theorist to tell you this: you knew and know it, as do I. But your imagined
community, your nation, was never generous, and it stuck in its National bourgeoisie phase,
and has been in this rut ever since: you failed to really appreciate that there might be
competing (specifically, class-based) versions of what the new nation should be, and failed,
when you heavily invoked ethnicity as an issue, to consider it except in the sense of an
anodyne (and often culturalist, not political) multicultural nation, one made up of happy
majimboist ‘tribes’, each to its own ways and places, pluralist, yes, but each bounded as on
a colonialist’s map, here ‘The Maasai’, here ‘The Kalenjin’, here ‘The Gikuyu’… I’m afraid
that I hold you and yours as responsible as that elite themselves; you are their cousins,
closer as kin than you might care to believe. Simple jigsaw Kenya, a lovely patchwork quilt
of tribes, knitted in Europe, all of which border but never meet, each of which is
homogeneous within itself, but which, never sewn at the edges, would fall apart as the
whole quilt whirled and whirled through major events: things really do fall apart. Just as
Makerere taught people the New Criticism school’s view of the poem as an autotelic
artwork with no need of a context, a world beyond it, and the Eliotesque idea of the
harmonious poem-as-organic-whole, so too you gave us the autochthonous, self-sufficient
‘tribe’ that needed no-one beyond it. You thought you were reacting against Makerere,
when all the time you had internalised it. Silly. Silly. And selfish, for where was the national
glue, the wider community bond?

From this, you concluded that any cultural difference was only evil, only contamination, only
aping, only affectation, only always destructive of the group, and never – never ever ever –
productive. Over there, those Gikuyu do things differently from ‘us’: beware them. Over
there, those Westerners do things differently from ‘us’ as Kenyans: beware them, for they
are ‘UnAfrican’, and they want your wife and children. There: in a couple of sentences, I’ve
paraphrased your Song of Lawino, which now seems not only, contextualised in its time and
place, a satire against colonialism, but rather an appropriation of colonial discourse’s
versions of ‘tribe’ and ‘nation’ for the purposes of today oppressing those who would be
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different, who would have society change (the point is to change it) rather than pickled in a
communitarian jar for all time. Lawino hates lipstick and miniskirts – then let her join
Mungiki, that group which although it has genuine political complaints, seeks to dictate
culture-for-all, colonially. What place for women-with-choices in your poem? Lawino hates
the flushing ‘water closet’, we hear, as you painfully describe how she interprets the
splashing of turds in the bowl – fine, then let her poo where she will, but I’d remind you how
your scatological fascination might betray more, er, deep-seated prejudices and fears. Poor
old Lawino: you have made her miserable with the products you, yes you, wrote her to
wear: ‘The smell of carbolic soap/makes me sick’; ‘I do not like dusting myself with powder’.
Poor Lawino: what did you do to her and other East African women? Okot, how you’d hate
contemporary East African students, even the young men who lotion themselves each day,
like young men and women across the region… Do you want us to apologise for using ARVS
when we’re loading up with HIV, too? Maybe you’d rather we didn’t take antibiotics when
they’re prescribed by those nasty, cultural imperialist pharmacists? What the hell do you
want from us, Okot?! You describe a culture suffering all the ‘ills’ you personally dislike.

PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
…the weight of working women walking
to build a nation, this morning mainly concerned
with tonight’s meal of Ugali and Sukuma wiki,
the hope that today will bring enough money
to send a child to school…
From ‘Sukuma wiki’, from Ngwatilo Mawiyoo’s 2010 collection, Blue Mother Tongue – sometimes, you
Song School types, East African women are better at articulating the real concerns of East African
women; not the frivolous lipstick-&-miniskirts debate that you reduce them to, but where the next
meal’s coming from.

But this is where you went wrong: you told us that your verse was only descriptive as it
‘narrated’, that its observations were value-neutral, objective, balanced. What you forgot,
as a poet, was what a poet should never forget: language, and how it works. I’m not going
to lecture you on theory: a lot has been written since your death, both here and abroad,
about language. Suffice to say, who doesn’t accept these days that language is constitutive
of ‘reality’, performing reality for us, rather than simply descriptive-mimetic? No-one.
Some of our older Kenyan professors might butt in at this point and argue that ‘these newfangled theory kerthingummies have no place here, they’re UnAfrican (YAAAAWN!, yet
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again), but although I’m not here as an apologist for post-Saussurean linguistics and the like,
I’d probably point out, possibly flippantly, that this idea isn’t new: the Ancients knew it, and
Plato’s Cratylus evidences that it was debated at length; but so too did you, and don’t
pretend that you didn’t, you big fibber. Are you seriously telling me that when in your
literature you call a chap a ‘hyena’, you really think he’s a hyena and can’t see that this is a
figure, a symbol? You have constructed, from your own prejudices, the very suffering that
Lawino endures – you are crueller to her than her husband, Ocol, who you force your
Lawino to address: ‘Husband, now you despise me/Now you treat me with spite…/You insult
me/You laugh at me’ – and you have spited women in this region for long enough, you and
your sort. Think it through, and have another beer. Allsops? – a truly undervalued lager, if
you ask me.

You forgot that language is constitutive of reality, and always mediated. We’ve rumbled
you as new young poets, and can see what Lawino does: it constructs pre-colonial myths, of
the Acholi, of the whoever, and doesn’t work on any genuine nostalgia for things that really
happened, but writes an illusory nostalgia for a pastoral idyll, a imaginary organic
community, the good old days, your myth. The excellent Ngugi once wrote that he wished
he’d had the chance to study the leftist cultural theorist Raymond Williams and others when
he was at university, rather than the right-wing traditionalists he was obliged to study. It is
worth remembering Williams on such nostalgia: the nostalgic escalator always goes
backwards, endlessly, with each generation having its preferred moment, which it imaginescreates-constructs, rather than impartially recalling. Even us: while you had your precolonial myth, we in this post-KANU world of post-election violence and political fudge are,
at times, tempted to idealise the Moi era, thinking it (as we never did then) a time of bliss.
Uh-uh, it was pants. Anyone remember that we had Nyayo Torture Chambers, political
assassinations, removed and exiled intellectuals, folk donked on the head on Uhuru Park…?
Anyone? Nostalgia is a sort of amnesia, and it won’t do – nostalgia is the enemy of history,
and it belittles past struggles.

Your language is in the form of a loooong poem in the narrative mode, and as such has more
in common with prose than with much of the poetry that we write and admire. Like many
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of the novels from the first generation of writers from our region, your text relies upon the
figure, or trope, of metonymy, the part that stands for the whole. This means, loosely, that
your characters are symbolic in an extrapolative manner: Lawino is not an individual person,
but a cipher-site, a character created from your prejudices, and we are expected to read
her, your constructed Acholi woman, as more than ‘herself’, as symbolic of all African
women – women who you presume, as a man enamoured of your patriarchal system, to
speak for. Poor Lawino: decolonised by 1966, then recolonised by you. This is not
necessarily a stab at you, Okot and your friends who continually circulate you as eternally
relevant, for we know that you realised, rightly, that you would become irrelevant at some
point; rather, this is a criticism of much of our early prose novelists and, as I shall call your
and your so-called ‘songsters’, verse novelists. Even Ngugi, whose radical politics some of us
tremendously admire. Almost inevitably, by constructing characters you might seem to
know – that is, from your own asserted ethnic groups – your realist prose-and-verse-novels
do a disservice to us who today live in your nations: for metonymy sees your ethnicity
outgrow itself, the implication being that your restricted-category characters can stand for
the whole nation. No: do not impose your prejudices upon us. We guess that Ngugi doesn’t
intend to, but that’s the consequence of the form, the novel, that he writes in. We want
more than these fixed ‘tribal’ identities. We want more than this anodyne national identity
that mysteriously hangs together, formed from a diversity of tribes. We want to be various
within the group, and within our(complex)selves, not shepherded by the artist-god or, as
you called Him (yes, Him), the Artist-Ruler. Others of your moment praised this Artist-Ruler,
going so far as to admire how He might be a ‘Dictator’, ‘a dictator who elects himself and
imposes his rule on others…keeping the society moral…promulgat*ing+ his edicts, rules,
decrees and laws’. Good God, man: an aesthetic-politics built around the Big Man! We
don’t want rulers, we don’t want dictators, we don’t want self-appointed tyrants to force us
into ‘moral’ obedience: no Divine Right, absolute monarchies here, thank you very much,
with us little people as your enslaved subjects. How dare you?! Did you learn nothing from
the horrors of colonialism? You scare us to death!
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PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
My government wants to know if I live, if I am dead.
My government wants to know what I do for a living,
how many hours I work. It counts my offspring
my livestock my radio my mobile phone. It wants to know
my tribe, the place I was born, if I own a fridge. My fridge
shall help my government plan what to do with bodies and carcasses
when El Niño comes. My government will be in control
From ‘Poem for a Census and a Forecast’, from Ngwatilo Mawiyoo’s 2010 collection, Blue Mother
Tongue – some younger poets articulated Kenyans’ suspiciousness with regard to the recent census,
which the government said was necessary for it to provide services. Of national concern, and obvious
in all forms of media debate, was the obligation for Kenyans to state ‘Tribe’, after the post-election
violence of early 2008 had seemed to take on an ethnic dimension; and after years during which,
many suggested, no real services had been provided.

That, Mr Okot, is why you don’t speak to us, and why you shouldn’t speak for us: you’d have
us identify entirely, exclusively, with only the undifferentiated ‘tribes’ and enclaves we find
ourselves born into; you’d then have us extrapolate this single ‘tribe’ into the nation, which
somehow, paradoxically, is composed of numerous other distinct tribes, all of which are
supposed to live together in some mystifying manner despite our own arrogant attempts as
a ‘tribe’ to say ‘we are the nation’. You want identity to be fixed, but we’re interested in all
the other ‘little narratives’ of our(complex)selves: gender, class, political belief, generation,
sexuality, favourite international cuisine, and so on ad infinitum. You offer no chance for
solidarities beyond the ‘tribe’. It’s not that we dislike ethnicity – far from it, of course, and
how dare you characterise us as thinking otherwise. It’s just that we wish view ethnicity as
only one ingredient in the soup of our(complex)selves, even if an important one. We’re not
compradors – don’t you dare think that. No, we’re complex. The loooong, realist, narrative
poem won’t do, nor will many of the early didactic prose novels from the region: they are
straight jackets, and sticks to beat the young with, circulated and recirculated for our
stuntification. Where’s the choice?
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PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
Jacaranda trees in bloom:
a blissful blue, bold, edging
toward lavender gladness…
[…] It is not tragic,
the romp we make on Kenyatta Ave,
it is at once delicate and joyful. We hope
the ritual will make us blissful
while blue, free, decidedly bold even.
From ‘Spring in Nairobi’, the coda poem from Ngwatilo Mawiyoo’s 2010 collection, Blue Mother Tongue
– bold choice is a type of freedom, and freedom is bliss, is joy. Younger Kenyan poets refuse to be
locked into the trap of earlier generations’ understandable but abortive ‘disillusionment literature’, nor
to view life in the postcolony as only ‘tragic’ and worthy of self-pity. Ngwatilo sees joy now, but
especially – come ‘Spring’, come the rebirth of the country symbolised here by the capital city, which
‘WILL’ come (note her optimistic use of the determined future tense) – in the future…
PAUSE FOR THOUGHT:
…one moment you hate the leafless trees
hugging the sidewalk like sentinel parched ghosts,
last year’s seed pods stubbornly hanging on.
Then out of the corner of your eye
a lone petal stirs distant emotion.
From ‘Jacaranda’ from Phyllis Muthoni’s 2010 collection, – the jacaranda blossom has a similar
potency in Muthoni’s sequence about the death of her grandmother. This is a deeply personal poem,
but one that invites us in – certainly one of the most moving poems penned in our region. The
jacaranda flower again brings hope for the future, conjuring as it does the fond memories of a
grandmother who died in the previous season of blossom. What we are reminded of, in an ostensibly
very personal poem, is what I’ve hinted at earlier: that the future must come from the past; that history
is vital; that amnesia on personal or political issues is not an option for the young Kenyan poet, who
further enables us to appreciate the symbiosis of personal-&-social.

You Song Schoolers – and remember that schooling is not at all the same as education –
your long narrative poems with their wannabe-coherent arguments that you one-sidedly
brow-beat us with, page after page after predictable page...they speak down to us, not to
us. Only Muthoni Likimani has ever made the Song School interesting on the level of
content, with her 1974 verse-narrative novel, What Does a Man Want – but even then, it
was as a rejoinder to you, Okot and friends, and it was still very looooong, and it was still
prone to stereotyping: in her case, men. The straight jacketing of identities was there still
there. Speaking down to us, down to us, that’s all we ever get: from so many wannabe-Big
Men, Bwana Okot. Waheshimiwa verses, Mr Okot: that’s what you and yours wrote, and
write, or tell us we must internalise for our own good. Bloody hell, if you think I want to
read someone telling me off and patronising me for 100 pages, you can think again…

Two Other Historical Groups of East African Poets
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1) Jared Angira and that lot.
Some years ago, the now Professor Chris Wanjala of the University of Nairobi dismissed
Jared Angira in this manner: ‘*His+ longing for obscurity makes one wish Angira had never
opened his mouth’. Wanjala is never a theorist, but is frequently a generous surveyor of
East African literature, and so it’s perhaps mischievous of me to quote such an
uncharacteristic line from him. He seems to have lapsed, here, and resorted to that mode
of ‘terroristic’ non-criticism that I mentioned in my early paragraphs. Such a dismissal gives
us a glimpse into the ad hominem – rarely, text-engaged – cultural gate-keeping that goes
by the name of literary criticism in certain Kenyan universities, uttered, but rarely written,
by titled lecturers. This present essay is not the place to condemn the siege-mentality of
some older Literary Critics in our universities.

Instead, let me rather praise: there are some impressive academics in Kenyan Literature
Departments, and some sensational thinkers in the diaspora, who have gone beyond
traditional literary studies and centripetally, and wonderfully, engaged with a wider Kenyan
cultural studies. The problem with what I’m about to do now, which is list some of those I
admire, is that it’s also a form of gate-keeping, perhaps, insofar as it seems to form a canon;
but at least I’m honest, and at least it’s a list that goes beyond the closed doors of the High
Literature Inner Sanctum. I’m thinking of Simon Gikandi in literature; I’m thinking of Evan
Mwangi, who has made some fascinating forays from literature to Hip Hop and the like; I’m
thinking of Ogude and the whole Witwatersrand school, which has revolutionised the
manner in which we can intelligently read quotidian aspects of our culture, and which has
itself criticised Kenyan public university literature syllabi for their conservativeness; I’m
thinking of Mbugua Wa-Mungai, ‘Matatu Man’, who is a favourite of the young literary
producers associated with the organisation, Kwani?, and who has expanded the study of
literature into wider [popular] culture; I’m thinking of Kimani Njogu, a fascinating defender
of poetry and the founder of Twaweza Communications, which produces accessible and
affordable critical texts on contemporary culture for the Kenyan market and beyond; I’m
thinking of those New Generation Kenyan academics who contribute to publications such as
Twaweza’s ‘Art, Culture and Society’ series, or who write to break down the high-low
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cultural hierarchy in publications such as Jahazi. I am thinking of all these people, and more,
and am thinking about the wonders I’ve learnt from them – gate OPENERS, the lot of them.
But this has nothing to do with Jared Angira, not least because none of these folk write
about him – or indeed, about poetry at all. Only Kimani Njogu has written at contemporary
length about poetry, specifically Orature, and he puts his finger on why there might be this
deafening critical silence with regard to verse: because in contemporary international
literary studies, prose, specifically the novel, has been privileged as a form. Even in his
study, Njogu finds that he can’t so much state freely what he believes about poetry, but
constantly has to argue back at the theorist, Bakhtin, who had unnecessarily valorised the
novel over poetry.

Still, I despise whingeing poets: ‘Boohoo, no-one reads poetry anymore’! Let’s face it,
poetry has had a hard time internationally, and although in certain parts of the world, such
as the UK, the numbers of people reading poetry seems to have impressively increased in
the past few years, in the academy poetry gets very little attention, especially contemporary
poetry. In Kenya, there are additional reasons, complex ones, and social ones, one or two I
offer, below, as mere suggestions:
a) The Big Name from the region, Okot, no longer speaks to us, and hasn’t for years,
and all the other Song Schoolers have faded with him
b) Poetry in our schools and colleges still tends, rather miserably, to be taught via
I.A.Richards’ Practical Criticism or the related (now very old) New Criticism, which
emerged in the mid-to-late 1920s in the UK and America. The problems with
Practical Criticism are manifold, but here are some that might affect us here: it
privileges high literature, and has no place for the oral at all; it focuses exclusively on
the-text-on-the-page, looking for the tricks of linguistic-literary construction,
separating the text from the world, from culture, from history, from contexts.
Poems then become sanitised, universal, timeless, fixed, autotelic, irrelevant. If
Okot’s poems don’t themselves speak to us, the very way that we learn poetry in our
Kenyan educational institutions runs the risk of sucking the juicy relevance out of
even the most pertinent poems. We are groomed to become poetry vampires,
leeching out the lifeblood of a poem. There are much more productive ways to
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study contemporary poetry: I attempt such a study, although it’s perhaps too
theoretically dense as an introduction, in my academic article, ‘Underneath the
umbrella of hope: syncretism as solution in the dialogic poetry of Mukoma wa
Ngugi’. I think I should admit that it appears in an academic journal named Kunapipi;
an unfortunate sound to that, here!
c) Poetry doesn’t pay the bills. Hey, folks, we live in an officially Capitalist postcolony,
satirized by our wise former neighbor, Nyerere, as a dog eat dog, or man eat man, or
at least something unpleasantly greedy
d) The most interesting of our early postcolonial writers probably were the short story
writers and novelists, establishing a trend
e) Like it or not, many of the early critical supporters of African literature were (yes, all
that appropriation and assimilation stuff comes into play) ‘foreign’, and in the
international academy, as I’ve said, the novel had become the literary genre of
choice by the 1960s, when Kenya gained independence
f) Related to the above, in the foreign academies (and in East Africa, at Makere,
perhaps), by the 1960s poetry had a rather tarnished image, especially when
compared to prose fiction, for it had been the genre of choice for High Modernist,
elitist critics such as T.S.Eliot or the New Critics, who reintroduced the old Classical
distinctions, viz: Poetry is High; everything else is plebby and poo-ey. The old ‘folk’
traditions of poetry, or the later Socialist strains of poetry, were ignored, and even
those who moved toward what they considered to be the less aristocratic genre of
the novel (in itself, from its early days in England, a bourgeois genre) tended to
forget that these ‘other and alternative poetic traditions’ had ever existed; rightly
contesting the often Fascistic leanings of High European Modernism, they threw out
the whole baby of poetry with the elitist bathwater
g) The novel in Kenya was allowed to be ‘literature’, and East African critics never
seemed to insist upon any fundamental mode difference between oral storytelling
and the written narrative, and so the latter was permitted because it was to some
extent perceived as the former – the same is probably true of drama, which, when
written, is of course scripted with a view to performance. I suggest, however, that
with poetry, an early distinction was made between the oral and written forms,
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mirroring the wider binarist cultural debate of Tradition-versus-Modernity.
[Interlude and premonition: this point is fascinating for me, for if poetry really is the
major ‘literary’ form around which a highly-charged debate concerning the
supposedly agonising irreconcilability of tradition-and-modernity (and all matters
pertaining to that debate, such as orality-versus-literacy) was conducted very early
on in Kenya and other African postcolonies, it may well be, I believe, the form that
enables us at our present moment to best perceive how the old binary is undermined,
and how we can be culturally emancipated, by a productive hybridity of the sort I’ll
outline later. It may well be that poetry is the form that cures certain types of
schizophrenia, or that at least alleviates alienation of the sort that haunted the
writings of our forebears. This chatty essay is not the place for the full theoretical
consideration of this possibility, and yet I will offer it here as just that, as a very real
possibility! You know, I wanna talk poetry up!] In poetry, the oral was ‘folk’, was
somehow ‘traditional’, was somehow ‘rural’, and was privileged as the way to go,
whereas narrative was allowed literary life; arguably, the initial popularity and
constant recirculation of Okot’s Song of Lawino is due to its reception and
acceptance in the academy, as oral poetry directly transferred to the page – a
transcribed orality. Written poetry, which did exist, was viewed with a certain
amount of suspicion, often for the reasons of its supposed association with High
Cultural elitism – via Makerere, for example, where some young writers were
beginning to see through the cultural imperialist politics of teaching T.S. Eliot
through T.S. Eliot’s own repulsive theories.) That is, some East African scholars and
writers had, by the late 1960s, and quite understandably, done here what some
academics in foreign academies had started to do: reject poetry for its allegiances.
Interestingly, the reasons and the consequences, were similar, but slightly different:
in the West, it was leftist scholars who rejected the elitism of poetry, ignoring it
wholesale; in Kenya and wider East Africa, the reason for rejection was primarily
articulated as cultural, leading to the decline of literate poetry and the advancement
of oral (song) forms. As an aside at this point, let me briefly mention what worries
me about this decline of literate poetry and the rise of the oral: i. romantic in the
negative sense of that word, nostalgic, nativist, essentialist (that is, based upon that
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old chestnut, the myth of the pre-colonial Eden), the rift led to purist concoctions of
‘Africanicity’ in the oral, and to that Song School which, as we’ve seen, could not
speak to anyone for long, and which can’t speak to us today; ii. it couldn’t ever allow
the twain of forms, literate and oral, to cross-fertilise in the way that they have in
some of the excellent poetry of West Africa, where distinctly literate poetry is
synthesised with oral techniques; iii. it completely ‘othered’ literate poetry as
Western, as always ‘UnAfrican’, and seemed to blinker us to the fact that all Western
poetry has clear traces of its persistent orality, at the very least in its sound devices,
which arguably could have made written poetry a much more fertile genre for
appropriation by us than the novel, which has lingering ties to bourgeoisdom; iv. it
allowed only a short experimentation with written forms of poetry, which briefly
flowered until the Song School began to dominate – written poetry then either died
or became rutted in its themes, in its conventions, in its ‘O my Mother AfriKa, thou
has been…’ And so on, and so on…
h) We had underfunded libraries, didn’t we? You can’t be a writer or reader of poetry
without libraries
i) We had a dictatorship by any other name, didn’t we? The intellectuals and literary
producers had a pretty poor time of things. Faced with the decision of being
castrated on the one hand, and not writing a verse on the other, most
understandably chose the latter option. As one Dike Okoro rightly reminds us in an
online book review, this situation was repeated in many African countries, where
‘African poets *were+ jailed, killed, forced into exile or compelled to commit suicide’.
In the Kenyan academies, many of our academics during the nastier days of onepartyism shifted into a politically harmless study of Stylistics and the like – ironically,
a harmful political move for an academic to take in the postcolony
j) And so on: these lists can continue forever, but I’m off to have a glass of water

None of this brings us any nearer to Jared Angira, who I seem to have forgotten about. Poor
chap, even where he tried to claim an admirable social conscience, we ignored him, stripped
him of a voice, rejected him because of his formal difficulty. Fair enough: it really is difficult
to believe that you’re fully a chap of the people when you write in the High Style. I am
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reminded of John Ruskin, who claimed to be an early Socialist, but wrote his nineteenthcentury lefty works in Latin, the silly sod. But let me not seem to be a gate-keeper with
regard to Angira: you know my stated politics: on the level of content, I like some of his
stuff, okay?: but what’s the point of poets who only talk to me and a few other readers? My
gate’s ajar for Jared: a ‘B-plus’ for your message; a ‘V-minus‘ or something for your medium
– but if the latter really is the former, if the medium is the message, then I’m afraid that
you’ve still not passed this KCSE, this Kenyan Certificate of Sensible Expression.

And then there’s that whole other lot of your contemporaries and later contemporaries:
different voices, some of them sometimes truly excellent. Perhaps when the East African
Community resurrects, we’ll read them again? I mean, that lot who appear in the only
anthology of East African Poetry anyone’s ever read: Cook and Rubadiri. But there are so
many we don’t know, or have forgotten, who could be revived, and some day perhaps will –
some of them: Kariara, Ntiru, MacGoye, Ruganda, Nowrojee, Yambo, Mbure, Tejani, Kassam,
et alia. Not enough women writers for my liking. Not enough at all. I might as well have
written et alii, in the masculine, not et alia, and never et aliae. But then I’d be a little bit like
Ruskin, wouldn’t I?!

2) The Curious Case of Taban lo Liyong.

Now, here’s a chap, and this is where things get exciting for me. I’m not going to perform a
study of any of his verse, but am going to hint that certain of his writings stand near the
start of a reasonably discernible fork in the road that might lead, wibbly-wobbly style, to
where the New Generation of Vennyan Poets are today. Where we are today, those of us
who write. Not all of us precisely, but most of us, generally. Vague, aren’t I?!

I think it was Eddah Gachukia (but forgive me if it’s wasn’t, for it’s late, and I’m tired) who
decades ago, in a dissertation, before she became a school proprietor, proposed, as did
some others, three loose traditions in early East African writing – wow, look at all those
commas! I think the Okottian Song School was one of them; I can’t remember the second,
although it might have been that of the early and ‘committed’ Vulgar Marxists, whose form
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was a rather stifling, Duma-dictated Social Realism; the third was the Tabanic Tradition,
which she might have called a ‘School’, and which Wanjala calls a ‘Genre’: the Tabanic
Genre. If Gachukia did prose her three in this fashion, then that’d be appropriately
dialectical for the 1970s, wouldn’t it: THESIS=’Indigenous Oral Song School’;
ANTITHESIS=’Those Bloody EuroAmericans with their Wotcha-me-thingummy Style’;
SYNTHESIS=’The Taban Tradition, which borrows, appropriates, synthesises the two’. Neat.
Perhaps a little too neat: I’ve already mentioned that I feel that setting up Oral-versusLiterate is too easy a binary in the first place, but that’s just me quibbling. We’ll work with
Gachukia’s ready-made on this one.

Taban, the this-and-that man. Taban, a man who lived and worked widely around East
Africa, both when the Community’s borders were open, and when they were closed. Taban,
the elistist, who perhaps narcissistically, and certain irresponsibly, thought the artist ‘a man
apart’ and above the rest of society. Taban, who taught and travelled abroad: Papua New
Guinea, for example, where (which is completely irrelevant) I personally had a penfriend
when I was at school – how nice for you, Stephen! Taban, who strikes me as a little bit
sexist and belligerently macho. Still, a Taban who Don’t take no shit, who had a necessarily
militant voice, who was a Makmende when everyone else was crying Nativism! But a
narcissistic Taban who was a little arrogant: isn’t he the one who prefaced his collection,
Another Last Word, with this self serving comment, that they ‘are very, very fine’ essays,
when they were interesting, certainly, but… Taban, who actively engages with politics in
Southern Sudan. Taban, who wasn’t afraid to proclaim a staunch atheism of the sort that,
today, might offer a vital counter to the piety of our politicians and ourselves. Taban, who
realised that we weren’t writing enough, and so took it upon himself to write and write and
write in all manner of genres, practising what he preached, even at the expense of what
some people in those days, them days back then, termed ‘quality’. Taban, who was one of
those who, with Ngugi, worked to reform the then English Department at the University of
Nairobi. The Taban who could appear to be a hypocrite, who said he’d ‘spit on the Blacks
who win the Nobel Prize for Peace’, but who many years later wrote a praise poem for a
Kenyan national newspaper, addressed to Wangari Maathai, the Nobel Peace Laureate. The
Taban who once made an idle comment in a poor review, about East Africa being a ‘literary
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desert’ (YAAAAWN!), which comment, probably through little fault of his own, has been
mindlessly regurgitated for decades by folk who have presumably not read the original piece
nor considered how stifling and infuriating for East African literature the constant repetition
of his metaphor has been; we hate this phrase, we hate it, and it’s now not defensible, but it
has become a mantra, a mantra, a mantra… The Taban who very recently emerged from his
chrysalis and wrote an open letter, loosely about East African literature, which the young
writers’ organisation, Kwani?, posted on its website: an inexcusable letter from such a
figure, the thrust of which I won’t even hint at here, but which I personally responded to at
length in another web forum, that of the Concerned Kenyan Writers – if you’re interested,
readers, then access the archives! I, for one, can’t be bothered to recall it; his seemed
written out of personal nostalgia for his heyday; mine was a Sunday morning rant-inresponse.

Yes, that Taban, the one we’re heavily ambivalent about. But hey, I can hear you ask:
Weren’t you ambivalent, you young kids, about Okot, just a few pages ago, so what’s better
about Taban-the-man?! Yes, but remember that we are ambivalent about Okot in this
manner: we understand and admire his position, contextualised within the history of
colonialism, but can not accept that Song of Lawino and the rest must speak to us today at
all with anything like a fixed or eternal relevance. With Taban, Okot’s contemporary, it’s
very different, for although there’s much about his personality cult that concerns us, and
even aspects of what would seem to be a flippant capitalism that concern me, or aspects of
his avowedly Nietzschean para-philosophising that worry us, there is something at the very
heart of his rough cultural philosophy that is central to our own literary practise, and that we
can and employ in different ways, even for new Socialist purposes: his Syncretism, or what
he called his Synthesism! Taban was often quite rude about Okot, and could see through
Okot’s Nativism, just as Wole Soyinka and perceptive others in West Africa identified pitfalls
in the Negritude that threatened to dominate the cultural sphere on the other side of the
continent, and which Okot’s writings, despite his later protestations to the contrary, were
allied to. But Taban said little more or less than we are saying of Nativism, writing:
‘Historically it did serve a useful purpose, but we have to…sing different songs for different
seasons’. Taban was rude, and we thank him for it, for his refusal to either (on the one
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hand) ape or (on the other) simplistically-dependently oppose cultural imperialism – which
latter ploy, he correctly saw, in fact, as a trap, as a validation of colonial discourse in the
manner I’ve outlined above. Taban very early inhabited what the postcolonial theorist Homi
Bhabha has called the ‘Third Space’ of enunciation, the place beyond the expected
categories, the creative space from which new speech and practice can emerge. It is the
space that the new young writers inhabit: we have taken Taban’s building, and have built
upon it… Achille Mbembe, amongst others, has rightly diagnosed the crippling either/or
debate that understandably gripped much of the first generations of postcolonial African
writers, commenting that their discussions were ‘reduced to an endless interrogation of the
possibility, for the African subject, of [on the one hand] his/her total identification with
“traditional” (in philosophies of authenticity) African life, and [on the other hand]
modernity’. Early on, Taban perceived the possibility of Bhabha’s ‘Third Space’ or the neoMarxist Michel Pecheux’s ‘Third Modality’: no, not that wishy-washy ‘Third Way’ stuff that
we hear about from US politics – no, that’s something different entirely, which just sounds
the same – but a third place of cultural fusion-innovation. We see, and we want – not
selfishly, but for the benefit of wider society – to inhabit this productive third place, which is
where creativity exists, where imagination plays, where a positive, convivial future may be
constructed.

Yes, there have of course been poets and poems since these heady days of the Okots and
the Tabans and the Angiras. I have already mentioned the anthologies edited by Luvai and
Amateshe. And yet, what occasionally twinkle from these anthologies are individual poems,
not anything distinctive – and this lack of distinctiveness is not because of ‘bad poets’ or
‘bad editors’ (no, for Luvai and Amateshe are solid editors.) But I argue that we now have
something distinctive, a cluster of poets who have appeared at this moment in time, some
of whom are, by coincidence, being published virtually simultaneously in 2010, who loosely
adhere in their approach and their concerns. We have gone back to the Song School here in
this essay, and to Taban, because that was a moment when the early ripples of our present
moment first seemed to twinkle so that us young Vennyan Poets might shine. There was
never one source. There never is, any more than there is such a thing as History that can be
segmented in conservative historicist fashion into distinct epochs, each with its own
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complete and unique spirit of the age – culture is more complex and dynamic than this.
Myths of pure and authentic origin are always that: myths, and sometimes dangerous ones,
as the far-right should remind us. There were many identifiable and contrasting ‘traditions’
that coexisted in the 1960s/1970s, and echoes of the Song School do, yes, persist, especially
in the writings of Siboe Makokha and, to a lesser extent, Sitawa Namwalie; but all of us as
young poets are, to varying degrees, writing culturally syncretic work that resonates more
with The Syncretism of Taban, who dared in the 1960s and 1970s to suggest that the
appropriation of certain various knowledges, even if they did seem to be those of ‘the
oppressor’, might see East Africa shine in the world, and this for the benefit of we who live
here.

Taban suffered, unflustered, the ridicule of most of his contemporaries. Wanjala attempted
some forced generosity, for he is a generous man, but the underlying contempt for what he
called the Tabanic Genre is there in Wanjala’s critique. In poetry, the impressive late
historian, E.S. Atieno-Odhiambo, dedicated a poem entitled ‘Synthesism’ to Taban Lo
Liyong, in which the persona’s girlfriend only affects the ‘synthetic’ (a clever play, we might
say, on the Greek base, suntithenai, ‘put together’.) But Atieno-Odhiambo was didactic in
his resolution of the potential ambiguity in the poem: for him, synthesis was always
synthetic, false, always as terrifying on a cultural level as miscegenation was to the colonials
– and as such, Atieno-Odhiambo and the others fell into the same trap that Okot did, of
demonising hybridity and of believing in the pure. It would seem that the 1971 poet,
Atieno-Odhiambo, had by the time of his 2003 reincarnation as a brilliant historian,
reconsidered his position: didn’t he in 2003 publish the vitally important essay on the
Kenyan nation, ‘Matunda ya Uhuru, Fruits of Independence: Seven Theses on Nationalism in
Kenya’, in which he convincingly argued that there were and are many competing narratives
of Kenyan nation(alism), and that what we learn today is that of the victors, not any of the
more radical democratic and socialist’ versions proposed and fought for by, say, the heroic
pairing of Oginga Odinga and Bildad Kaggia? Let me answer: yes, he was, and he argued
that these competing ’nationalisms’ at times overlapped, for which we might read,
‘synthesised’? Perhaps, as our old songs and proverbs suggest, age really does bring some
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wisdom, some ability to see the alternative position and the complexity of culture and
society.

As the title of Taban’s first collection of mini-essays hinted, he might well get The Last Word.
I, for one, like many other young poets I have spoken to, would happily rehabilitate Taban
formally, in terms of his stress upon synthesism as a strategy, and this over and above the
more internationally famous Ngugi, even though, yes, I admire Ngugi’s base Marxism intent
more. Perhaps the two can be synthesised?! But this is the point, isn’t it? As many
students of a certain type of contemporary postcolonial theorising forget, synthesis is never
itself a virtue: what matters on the ground, in our lives, is what we pull into the mix – Taban
was syncretic, but not in a manner that specifically appealed to me, for example, or that I
feel is beneficial to wider society, because a core component of his mix was his wannabe-amillionaire capitalism and Nietzcheanism. I don’t want to live in a selfish world. One great
strength of Okot was that, despite our criticisms on other levels, he realised that, for
example, the universalist Christianity that held Colonialism’s hand had disproportionate
power in relation to many of the complex forms of religion already on the ground in East
Africa; hybridity theory is perfectly capable of criticising Colonialism and its bullying
accomplices, and of condemning lopsided injustices.

Postcolonial theories of hybridity, metissage, culture change, transculturation, fusion,
borderlands, liminality, contact zones, syncretism, translation, synergy, the palimpsest,
glocalisation and globalisation, pidgins and creoles, appropriation and that sorta thing have
exonerated Taban so that, in terms of formalism, the strategy of his synthesism, his 1960s
and 1970s statements have come to seem very contemporary indeed.

The New Vennyan Poets: Some Hints

This is not an academic essay with footnotes, bibliography, references, a statisticallyacceptable number of quotations, one coherent argument, a precious tone... This doesn’t
want to become a book. This isn’t me telling you what to do, or how these new young poets
must be read – no way: the whole point is that when you pick up one of these writers’
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poems, they no longer belong to that writer, but to you. Creativity in poetry is always twoway act, and the reader-in-the-world – yes, stop looking so shy, I mean YOU – is just as
important when it comes to the words-on-the-page as the poet is, or was. So, should you
happen to pick up and purchase a new book entitled How to Euthanise a Cactus ‘by Stephen
Derwent Partington’ (of course, I feel you should!), feel free to run a fat permanent marker
pen through my name and write, instead, ‘by Whoever Reads It’. Okay!? What I think I
want to do here, then, over these next few pages, is simply hint in a tentative fashion at
how some of these New Vennyan Poets’ texts could be variously read as synthesistic, or
hybrid. Of course, if culture is dynamic, there can be no single synthesis, but rather always
eddies and whirls of syntheses, and – look – there’s another twisting dust-devil forming in
the sky, and another, and another, and those there are merging while those are splitting,
and ‘O mother – the Authenticists cry – is this the end of the world?!’. ‘Cleave’ is a good
word, and I like it. My favourite word is ‘discombobulate’, but I’m hoping that it has no
relevance to this essay, so let’s stick with ‘cleave’. Cleave is a fascinating word, for it means
both of its opposites: things cleave apart, and things cleave together. The poetry of the New
Vennyan Poets is a poetry of cleaving – I will avoid the word ‘cleavage’, for I know that at
least one of our new poets, Tony Mochama, will wilfully get the wrong idea entirely!

So, I’m going to simply pluck a few sections from some of the poems by these poets, and
throw down a few comments for you to consider. I will do this in no particular order. I am
not nailing my theses to any cathedral door, nor to any door in the, ahem, Literature
Department of the University of Nairobi. Rather, it’s an invitation or an offering – like that
beer we shared – and you can either accept it, decline it, mix it with another drink of your
choice, or choose another drink entirely. I’m not your parent. Before we briefly dip in,
though, let’s also very briefly consider what ‘hybridity’ might mean in postcolonial theory –
or how we might employ the term here…

Hybridity. Wot’s That, Then?

‘Umuntu ngumuntu ngabantu’ – a Zulu maxim, relating to Ubuntu
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It’s about mixing or summat, innit!? Yes.

Underneath this text box, I’m gonna waffle in pop-theory style, and you might come to think me lost in
airy-fairiness and likely to take you with me. So, before that happens, let’s consider some quotidian
examples of convivial hybridity in action, worlding hybridity, as it were, or grounding it in our locale.
We’re all aware of the following – some of which waver between two worlds as arbitrage or
exchange between relatively distinct worlds, but some of which are possibly really hybrid. I’m being
indiscriminate here: I don’t expect you to approve of all these instances of hybridity – some are,
politically, probably quite nasty, and as we’ve said before, accepting hybridity doesn’t mean that we
need to applaud all specific instances of synthesis:
not Swinglish, or arbitrage-codeswitching between Swahili and English in an utterance, but hybrid
Sheng, and yet remembering that English can also be hybridised into englishes and that ostensibly
‘pure’ languages are never really ‘pure in thelselves’, or that Sheng ain’t the only hybrid, wot wiv
supposedly ‘pure’ Kiswahili being a hybrid formed hundreds of years ago, and still forming; genge, or
‘indigenised’ hip-hop; the buffet table at the function, featuring chicken masala, ugali and beef
bourguignon; Dinis that combine Christianity and ‘indigenous’ religions, but also, revealed through
historical enquiry, the synthesism in supposedly ‘pure Catholicism’ and the like of Mary Worship and
the Egyptian then Greco-Roman Cult of Isis; early post-independence politicians who wears his own
design of ‘Africanised’ business suit, cut in Saville Row style, but featuring colourful calabashes, the
cloth itself made in Germany; your CD shuffle-trays, which are loaded to shuffle Ken wa Maria,
Radiohead, Jay-Z and/or Palestrina, mixing ‘high’ and ‘low’, ‘here’ and ‘there’; your child who goes to
a school, wherever s/he goes to school; your DSTV remote control, which sometimes takes you to a
Nigerian melodrama, sometimes to BBC Knowledge; my earlier simultaneous ‘overegging of the
pudding’ and overcooking of the ugali’; your child, who has settled down with someone whose name
and/or look is very different to yours, and whose own child looks different again and has a
hyphenated name; you support Chelsea in football, but in Rugby Sevens you support only the national
team, Kenya; your laughter, which erupts when you watch old episodes of Redykulas, but also when
you watch old KBC reruns of Fawlty Towers; that Toggenburg goat you’ve crossbred with droughttolerant stock; this writer, who rejects the language of the coloniser in his writings, yet who writes in
the novelistic form of a Jane Austen; that car in front of you, inevitably a Toyota, with its governmentdesigned bumper sticker, Najivunia Kuwa Mkenya/I am Proud to be a Kenyan; who are ‘The Swahili’?;
that initially strange-seeming Indian-Maasai fusion dance your friend attended; these all-of-us-andeveryday things, these lived, quotidian hybridities…

Firstly, we need to know what it counters: the idea of authenticity or fixed indigeneity; the
purity of cultures; the belief in essentialism or the assumption that everyone within a
sounded community shares exactly the same values; the nostalgic escalator, or the idea that
there was a pre-colonial Eden in which ‘our-group-as-fetish’ was secure and stable and
lovely-lovely, which can be recuperated in all its innocence from the ravages of, say,
colonialism; the idea that cultures are fixed in time and place; simple binarisms or violent
hierarchies between never-the-twain-shall-meet categories such as black/white, you/me.
Basically, all those assumptions which, say, in the UK lead to often violent racism,
Islamophobia, anti-immigration rhetoric and the like, and which make communication
virtually impossible, unless the throwing of grenades over borders can be considered a form
of, um, communication…
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Here are some words, earlier used by Authenticists with regard to mixing, that hybridity doesn’t like:
contamination, adulteration, dilution, impurity, infection, corruption, bastardisation…
Hybridity is an appropriated word, which rewrites its previous connotations, frowning on prejudice.
Importantly, it invites us to ask questions: who am I? what does it mean to be Kenyan, to be Kamba,
to be a Kenyan woman, to be a woman, to be an urban Kenyan woman, to be an urban Kenyan
woman who is married/not married customarily/Church-ly with/without children/boys/girls a job/a
particular type of job… And it doesn’t like the simple answer, the lazy, Cogito ergo sum answer, the Iknow-my-straightforward-self-in-my-entirety answer: I’m this, you’re that, so take this punch on the
nose… No, we’re more complex than this: we’re all more wonderfully fascinating than this, with so
many possibilities provided we have the relatively foundational economic and other opportunities to live
them…

Interestingly, it is radical enough to counter classical liberal conceptions of
multiculturalism/bland-pluralism. Multiculturalism, which seems to be failing across the
world, rests upon the assumption of cultural diversity, or the belief that a wider (imagined)
community such as the Nation might be made up of numerous isolated cultural systems –
you know, the idea that there’s an Indian community in Kenya, a Whitey community, an
African community (all these are different categories, importantly, some ‘national’, some
‘racial’, some…) that exist eternally separately. The Latin Quarter; China Town; Soho in
London, for those of non-mainstream sexualities – and so on, as if no-one else ever visits
these places, or as if the communities within them are distinct, unable to meet and greet
each other. For theorists such as Bhabha, amongst others, cultural diversity is a dangerous
policy, a dangerous philosophy. It sounds nice and cuddly, but in fact its history in, say, ‘the
colonies’, is one of a deeply violent othering, of constructing The African as other, as
subhuman, as beastly, and even as unknowable and fully alien, through anthropology. But
let’s not live only then, for today we can see the dangers of multiculturalism’s reliance upon
the creed of cultural diversity. For example, in some of what are supposedly the most
liberal and (a horrible word, suggesting obligatory endurance) tolerant societies in Europe,
such as Denmark and Holland, we have in the last few years witnessed the irruption of
various forms of far-right anti-immigration parties and Islamophobic groups. Reader, what
you might personally feel about Islamic Fundamentalism is not my point here: my point is,
that isolating assumptions of cultural diversity leave smaller groups on the margins of
society, not as a part of society, and enable others to, well, other them as fully alien within
wider polity. As far as I’m concerned this means that, on any national level, groups such as
various immigrant communities can remain patronised as exotic within a supposed ‘host
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country’, or can at times seem to be very welcomed, but at other times can as a whole unit
be demonised, hated and abused, leading to pogroms and the like. Mbembe, linking this on
an African continent-wide level to the failure of States to cohere, to nation-build, to respond
to (capitalist) globalisation or to resolve land issues, has pointed out that we now have

an unprecedented resurgence of [isolated] local identities, an extraordinary
insistence on family and clan antecedents and birthplaces, and a [he implies,
dangerous] revival of ethnic imaginations. In most of the major urban centres faced
with land problems, distinctions between “indigenes”, “sons of the soil”, and
“outsiders” have become commonplace. This proliferation of internal borders –
whether imaginary, symbolic, or a cover for economic or power struggles – and its
corollary, the exacerbation of identification with particular localities, give rise to
exclusionary practices, “identity closure”, and persecution, which, as seen, can easily
lead to pogroms, even genocide.

One of the most thrillingly, frighteningly perceptive academics writing on culture today,
Mbembe’s observations ring true. Rwanda is part of our East African Community – and it is
of course not just a place, but also a cautionary date: 1994. Here in Kenya, during our postelection violence of early 2008, we learnt and experienced the dangers of land policy failure,
State wobbliness and the proliferation of (often chauvinistic) internal borders. Kimani Njogu
swiftly and independently perceived the local enactment of Mbembe’s continental concern,
writing:

The destructive events which followed the contested election results suggests to me
that when an emerging national identity is viewed as untenable due to perceptions
of bias and the collapse of institutions of governance, *…+ individuals will retreat to
more localized zones of ‘belonging’ *…+ which in most African countries rotates
around the ethno-linguistic identity.

We might suggest that what Mbembe and Njogu have pointed to is, respectively, continentwide and country-wide consequences of the notion of cultural diversity, which the theorist,
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Bhabha, criticises in this manner – a manner that leads us to conclude that he (indeed, all
three of these thinkers) might share our concerns regarding the Nativism of the Song
School:

Cultural diversity is an epistemological object… *C+ultural diversity is a category of
comparative thics, aesthetics or ethnology… Cultural diversity is the recognition of
pre-given cultural ‘contents’ and customs, held in a time-frame of relativism; it gives
rise to anodyne liberal notions of multiculturalism, cultural exchange or the culture of
humanity. Cultural diversity is also the rhetoric of a radical rhetoric of the separation
of totalized cultures that live unsullied by the history of their historical locations, safe
in the Utopianism of a mythic memory of a unique collective identity (my italics)

Like the nursery school teacher who tells us to all just get along nicely like good little boys
and girls, multiculturalism sounds fluffy-lovely, but like most liberal utopias it is unrealisable,
and prone to collapse – and when it does collapse, whole communities perceived as other,
as closed, as discrete, can pay the price in the most oppressive manners. So, let’s just think
before – without very serious and responsible caveats, provisos, qualifications and warnings
- we praise Okot p’Bitek for his ethnocentric singing voice. We might as well praise Nick
Griffin and his vile British National Party. Wilfred Owen once wrote that ‘All a poet can do
today is warn’ – I may be writing in prose at the moment, but I am also a poet, and I want to
sound a very committed word of warning, as do many of those New Vennyan Poets I’ll
briefly mention, all of whom have in some way responded in verse to our post-election
violence of 2008.

Hybridity theory has no place for these forms of retreat and hatred. It instead takes an old
term of hatred, Hybridity, with all its connotations of ‘miscenegation’ of the sort that
terrified the colonialists, and it appropriates that word, enacting it, performing it, rather
than merely fearing it, as did the Negritudists, from the reverse perspective of distance.
Hybridity is in itself a third space: neither just (a) the binary privileged in this direction, or (b)
the binary privileged in this other direction, but (c) the place where we live the experience
of cultural exchange, negotiation and synthesis. Hybridity theory is interested in the
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productive possibilities of blending cultural difference, as opposed to a loose patchwork
cultural diversity, and as such is a theory of learning, not ignorant othering, of processual
and dynamic becoming, not fixed being, of practical relationships, not hypothetical
tolerance of the sort that can in reality manipulate into loathing. The only important thing
to remember is this: is there a horizontal and just hybridity, or is one or other of the
constituent ingredients dominant in a hierarchical fashion? This is something that we must
always be alert to: a responsible application of hybridity theory should remain eternally
vigilant to the politics of any specific instances of synergy, and the possibilities of
containment, smothering, supremacy, or must be able to explain any perceived biases. I, for
instance, tend to feel that a liberating cultural hybridity must have a relatively foundational,
politico-economical Socialistic base; I am not a full culturalist, or superstructuralist, and
indeed my complaint regarding Negritude is that it is these things, for my conscience forbids
me to ignore material injustices in society, whatever your chosen cuisine, colour of trousers,
preference for lingala over rock over genge hip-hop over Renaissance polyphony…

But let’s not forget poetry. How shall we factor it back into this essay-chat? Yes, okay, good
idea: if you’re reading this, you’re likely, in the first instance, before handing it to someone
else, to be a student of literature in a Kenyan university, or someone who has been, or
someone who has access to such a fascinating person! And, as we’ve said, if you’ve been
such a person since Flag Independence, the chances are that you’ve encountered, explicitly
or implicitly, the old, 1920s-penned Practical Criticism of I.A. Richards. So, let’s approach old
I.A. Richards (whose theories we rightly criticise for their severance of poetry from any
context in the world), and make him relevant to us, to our very worlded theory of hybridity.
Let’s specifically consider I.A. Richards on metaphor, that core figure-trope in poetry. Earlier
in this essay, we’ve already passed very swiftly and critically over what is arguably Afrofiction’s core (but not exclusive) trope, metonymy, that naughty, duping and rather abortive
figure we find in our ‘realist’ novels: that figure which I suggested contributes, probably
unwittingly (I don’t think tropes think!) to our postcolonial societies’ separations and
segregations. No, let’s consider the poetic metaphor, the friend we can cleave to and love.
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So, I.A. Richards, probably bored one night after a particularly dull dinner at High Table in his
Cambridge University college, sits down, pour himself a dry sherry (he wouldn’t have
accepted the beer you and I have been sharing), and sets his mind to writing something
about metaphor. In fact, he comes up with a theory of metaphor, one amongst many, but
the one that we’ll pinch for our purposes. It’s not that complex. Basically, he proposes that
if we construct a straightforward metaphor such as STEPHEN IS A PIG (how dare you!?), ‘we
have two thoughts of different things *‘Stephen’ and the ‘Pig’+ active together and
supported by a single word, or phrase *‘Stephen is a Pig’+, whose meaning is resultant in
their interaction’. He also waffled on about things such as tenors and vehicles, which we
could go into, but won’t, because we’ve had more beer than he had sherry, and so couldn’t
remain coherent for long. Richards, then, pointed out the pretty obvious conclusion, that
the meaning of a metaphor is a third thing, a product of ‘interaction’ or ‘transaction’, that is
more than the components. This is not some mystical transcendence, but something about
the materiality of words. For Richards, we might say, the linguistic combination of ‘Stephen’
and ‘Pig’ is (and here’s another metaphor) the nuclear fusion of atoms. Can you see these
metaphors in a material picture: me, all piggy; the particles of me and the pig exploding in a
mushroom-cloud of a face? Aha, then you have hybridised something, created that third.
But I’ll ask you to please not do it again, as this particular instance was rather painful, and I
need to pop off for a little plastic surgery. Richards, rather impressively for his time,
suggested that this new hybridity formed from the process of metaphoricity in fact was
generative of reality, rather than a mere prettification of poetry. This is what I’ve hinted at
before, and what theorists have been saying since the linguistic turn in theory: language is a
constituent of ‘reality’. It constructs, rather than being in any way mimetic of a pre-existing
reality. Metaphor is not merely part of literary form (although, Richards, oddly, never went
further to see how metaphor-structured poems might relate to the world, to history and
society); or, rather, if metaphor is an aspect of form, it is a form that can in no way be
separated from the ‘real world’.

Metaphor, most poetry’s most visible trope, is, I suggest, the guiding trope of hybridity, and
the foundation-figure of societal and cultural dynamism, of genuinely solid, because fused,
solidarities. Metaphoricity is a metaphor for hybridity, and so co-real, being constitutive of
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the event of hybridity, being hybridity’s method. As such, I would for many reasons be
inclined to encourage postcolonial (literary) theory to reconsider its focus on the novel and
other often segregating forms, and instead – or at least, in addition – direct passionate
attention toward poetry in its various incarnations.

A metaphor fusing two terms is a two-circle Venn, like two overlapping bicycle wheels. But
hybridity is a multidimensional metaphor, swirling, cleaving-and-cleaving, building up new,
complex and liveable realities. As subjects, we are complex Venn diagrams of overlap-andlove, extending-and-extrapolating from our(complex)selves into a wider society of
exchanges-and-syntheses. (And I suggest – and for now I only throw it into the mix, the
debate, for your consideration, in parenthesis – that we may well just find [or forge] that
one of the most frequent overlaps in our multiple-and pulsating Venn, and one that forms
solidarity and exists as action [all subjectivities being formed from performance], is that of
class-or-rank-affinities [across groups small, large or global], reintroducing us, after years of
diverse-and-isolated narratives of fissiparous belonging, to a core, welded-and-foundational
social belonging, a liberating community-of-class-concern, and one that respects, because it
lives, all other narratives of belonging, unlike the old Vulgar Marxism, which subsumed.)

Got that!? That’s what hybridity is, as nuanced by Stephen Derwent Partington, the
complex and hybrid pig. Err… Oh…

Let’s skim-suggest some approaches to a selection of New Vennyan Poets, via a few minireadings…

The New Vennyan Poets at a Glance: 1. Tony Adam Mochama, also (via Facebook) Tony
Ontita, also ‘Smitta’

‘She couldn’t quite find/the location of my place/because my building moves by night’ – from
‘Perspectives’ from Tony Mochama’s collection, What if I am a Literary Gangsta?
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Some years ago, and in some corridors and offices today, Tony Mochama’s verse would be
dismissed as doggerel, as pop, as sub-serious, as immoral, as not-Literature (capital ‘L’), or
as paraliterature, unworthy of study or even of airtime in itself. Thankfully, we don’t live in
such a world – or, rather, that section of the world that still says these things has become
increasingly irrelevant to us, to our lives, while Mochama’s has become more so.

Mochama, an infrequently-met friend of mine, and a Facebook stalker of mine, is a spritely
young talent. A law graduate who is as likely to be in the dock as he is likely to be invited to
‘please approach the bench’, he writes poems, performs them in public arenas, writes legal
and literary reviews for the national press, but also writes a newspaper column for the
‘Urban Yoof’ of Generation Kenya as ‘Smitta’, a Sheng-sodden rake who mixes with Kenya’s
A-to-Z-list ‘celebs’. Based in Nairobi, he nevertheless travels widely, and seems to especially
admire Russia – and its beverages. His debut collection of poems, What if I am a Literary
Gangsta?, was published in 2007. I believe that he supports Chelsea, which can hybridise
fruitfully with nothing. I mention these things, for, far from biography being irrelevant these
days, it is in some cases highly indicative of the hybridity within the text.

In the preface to his collection, Mochama explains the inspiration for the title: ‘That gem
came from one Egaji Kabira, lecturer at some minor college in Kenya, who fancies himself an
expert on “matters literary” in our country and once once in the Literary Discourse section
of the newspaper I work for…dismissed me as a “literary gangster, whose godfather is
Binyavanga Wainaina”’. He appends this: ‘Heh heh’.

The first thing we might conclude, combining this with what we’ve already encountered in
this essay, is that Kenyan literary debates can, when conducted via the media, be rather ad
hominem and terroristic. We have our own rap-feuds, Jay-Z-versus-Nas. So, who have we
encountered being rude (or ‘disrespectful’) so far? Well, there’s me, although I’ve
attempted to be subtle at times; there’s the unnamed academic who in the first paragraph
of this essay told me to ‘Shut up’ (don’t worry: I’m over that now, and have reached my
Oprah Winfrey moment of closure – damn it, I’m being rude again); Wanjala, who wished
Angira hadn’t opened his mouth; Keguro, who bullied me into writing this; Egara Kabaji
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(who Mochama deliberately misspells as Egaji Kabira), who calls Mochama a ‘literary
gangster’; Taban, who was rude to everyone; Mochama himself, who’s very rude to Kabaji. I
should like to point out that, also very rude, was that shopkeeper who refused to accept my
fifty-cent (the currency, not the rapper) coin the other day because he wrongly thought it no
longer legal tender, despite my moans, but he’s irrelevant to this essay and so we’ll leave
him out of it. What we also get from the examples cited, is a glimpse at how male-centred
Kenyan most literary spats are. This point is not irrelevant.

Kabaji is in fact a well-read lover of Literature, who used to write and broadcast widely on
Kenyan writing. I used to enjoy his contributions, even when I disagreed. He is now the
spokesman at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, in government, where many intellectuals go to
die. Binyavanga Wainaina, who was also mentioned, is a prose-writer, and a central figure
in the New Generation of Kenyan writers. A winner of the Caine Prize for African Writing for
an innovative travelogue, Discovering Home, he used the prize money to set up Kwani?, a
magazine and wider organisation that encourages new young writing from the region. He
was one of the movers behind the internet group, Concerned Kenyan Writers, which was set
up during our post-election violence, and which has members spanning the creative arts –
including Mochama, me, and many of the poets I’ll touch upon here. He’s presently the
Director of the Chinua Achebe Centre in New York, where he wears large shirts. ‘Godfather’
is perhaps a little harsh, as the New Generation of Kenyan writers have always been more of
a Venn than a cenacle, and yet, if I had to make a culturally-inappropriate comparison, I’d
probably myself call him, yes, Kenya’s Leigh Hunt. Look it up!

So, there we are. But what is interesting is how Mochama’s comments make it clear that he
does not consider his writing to be necessarily a part of any High tradition of Literature, but
rather considers it to be something different, but something equally worthy of performance
and, perhaps – although I don’t think he’d care either way – academic study. I, however, do
care, either way, both ways. I am reminded of a question asked of me by Professor Wanjala
during one of his usually fascinating radio debates: ‘But do you really think that this Kwani?
stuff is worthy of study in university departments?’ His question was not critical, betraying
his own prejudices: rather, he wanted to invite me to state my view against others who
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might harbour prejudices against the New Generation of Kenyan writers. My answer was, if
I remember, something similar to what I’ve just mentioned: ‘Yes, as it’s what people do, and
yet I don’t suppose many of our young writers would worry if they weren’t studied in
Kenyan literature departments as those departments presently exist’.

Mochama is already coming across as a pretty hybrid type of chap. But let’s consider the
genre in which his poetic hybridity becomes apparent: Mochama is a ‘Spoken Word’ poet,
someone who recites on stage, and who I’d like to buy on CD or downloadable sound file
rather than simply ‘in print’. And yet, his verse does appear in print as well as in
performance, itself a hybrid state of affairs. Published in book form and uttered on the
stage, Mochama’s verse – which when on the page retains its orality, and when spoken on
stage reminds us that it has literate life, too – is hybrid. Mochama’s verse is a very obvious
example of what Derrida deconstructively proposed was the inextricability of the written
and the spoken, the impossibility of tracing chicken-or-egg origins in language, the falseness
of binary distinctions between ‘oral poetry’ and ‘written poetry’ of the sort I earlier hinted
had occurred in the post-independence literary history of East Africa.

Also spoken is the rap within hip-hop, so let’s briefly consider genge, or ‘indigenised’-cumappropriated hip-hop. Allow me to firstly admit, though – for I’m an honest type – that I
don’t want to come across like one of those academics who’s ‘cool’, like my schoolteachers
in the UK, who’d introduce us to po-e-try by playing us the songs of Bob Dylan, who as far as
I know hadn’t written a single song in the two decades before my entry into secondary
school. An academic who is, however, genuinely interesting in this area is Michael Wainaina
of Kenyatta University, who performs a study of the ‘Re-visioning [of] Youth Identity
Through Pop-music’. A summary of his study might be relevant for our glimpse at
Mochama’s verse. Wainaina presents us with a State-sanctioned song, played during the
days of Kenya’s one-party rule via the State radio broadcaster, VOK (Voice of Kenya), which
translates into English as: ‘Study young people/And put in more effort/After studying/You
will get very good jobs’. I hope you are giggling. What Wainaina’s selected song does is
point to the didactic moralism of official State productions aimed at the young. He then
proceeds to present us with a more recent hit single, performed during our days of open
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airwaves, by a musician named Nazizi, who basically constructs the persona of a young
schoolgirl who, rebelling against the obligation to go to school and accept the interpellations
of the State, counter-identifies with The National Prescription and desires to be a musician
so that she can ‘represent hip-hop culture’. This is an instance in the formation of what
appears to be a counter-culture, or at least a subculture that seeks alternative ways of
living.

Wainaina then presents us with the lyrics from a further contemporary example of genge,
Amka Ukatike, which begins very much in the style of a formal-register English introduction
– Honorable adjudicators, etc. – that a student might be expected to give during the
National Schools Drama Festivals, which event each year involves schools across Kenyan
competing from very local Zonal to National levels, competitors being eliminated as the
process continues until only ‘the best’ are left. The persona constructed within the song
then proceeds to recite a classical Swahili shairi poem, and everything seems lovely and
contained within the expectations of that articulation of the ideological state apparatus (I
think I’ll employ this Althusserian term, where Wainaina doesn’t) that is the National
Schools Drama Festivals. However, partway through the song and the video of which it is a
part, the speaker expresses his boredom, tuts, and decides that he will ‘do my thing’, after
which the music hots up, things bam-bam-bam along, people dance, the adjudicating
teachers become irate, and the song eases into a hybrid and, in this case, sexuallysuggestive Sheng. And whyever not!?

Wainaina then performs an interesting reading of these events. What I’m interested in, is
how the first example shows a move from a vertical didacticism from the State toward the
young as an undifferentiated group – ‘You’ – to Nazizi’s song, which instead seems to
articulate individual desire. And how the second example, as Wainaina demonstrates,
moves from a classical poetic form, the shairi, to genge, which is a shift in form and register,
but also a shift from a perceived ‘purity’ rooted in the indigenous culture of Kenya, to
something very hybrid, that genge. These shifts are massive cultural shifts, mirroring the
shift in the academy (well, some of our academies) from High Literary Studies to Cultural
Studies, that interdisciplinary shift being itself an example of hybridity.
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I have summarised Wainaina’s article at some length, for I think it might lead us to a
consideration of one of Tony Mochama’s spoken poems from What If I am a Literary
Gangsta?, ‘The Poetry Police’. This poem begins with the speaker being ‘stopped by the
sirens/Of the Poetry Police’. This is the first hint in the poem of the prescriptive demands
made on the Kenyan poet by institutions, and cleverly unpacks the complicity at play
between Althusserian ideological and repressive State apparatuses – the poetry dons and
the police - , in the process articulating fully in one poem what Wainaina reads as occurring
between the VOK song and Nazizi’s song. This poem is fertile ground. Flatteringly,
Mochama’s poem also mentions me (heyhey!) in those first lines, which mention of
‘Partington’ is an intertextual act, an allusion to one of my own poems from my early
writerly days in Kenya, ‘Convention’. This poem was also read in public (less entertainingly
than Tony might), and constituted a complaint about how young writers are expected to
write using conventional types that have always occurred in Kenyan literature; I also
moaned that this placed a double pressure upon me, being then ‘foreign’ and expected to
conform. The core complaint was that I was often asked to write about:

…character*s+ dictated by
a list that's been prepared for budding bards
by the Committee of the Writers' Board
of Kenya: streetkid, prostitute (with heart,
perhaps, but victim), fat wabenzi, youth
who's no respect for those who'd cut her clitbits off, and sundry other minor folk
whose role it is… [and so on!]

Mochama picks up on this, participating in a conversation, his intertextual device acting to
create what we might call a broader field poem, or one that is in fact the product of his and
mine, much as – yes, here it is – metaphor is itself the product of its two terms. Not a duet,
but a wider dialogic poem that resonates beyond itself. And Mochama extends my moans,
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which are about the stock characters I felt I had to take ‘off the peg’, and considers instead
the formal devices that Kenyan poets are expected to use and – most vitally – Kenyan
students are expected to learn through that Practical Criticism: the feature-spotting for (and
here is Tony’s list) ‘metaphor’, ‘irony’, ‘imagery’, ‘allegory’, ‘pentameter’, and so on, and the
expectation that we rehearse outdated critical terms such as ‘genius’, which elevate the
poet, wrongly, above the common person.

Mochama then satirises these prescriptions and those who dictate them, by commenting
that ‘They shall charge me,/With Writing Under the Influence of Thinking!’, which pun on
‘drinking’ of course continues the extended metaphor of being pulled up while
driving/writing in an unacceptable manner (and the continuing motif of the bad-boy
‘gangsta’.) This is just one of many wordplays in the poem. For example, the poem ends
with these two lines: ‘Ferry my body out in verse,/And bury me, in the symmetry’, for which,
of course, hear-and-read ‘hearse’ and ‘cemetery’; does ‘symmetry/cemetery’ point to the
poetic death caused by sterile Modernist theories of a poem’s ‘organic closure’, and is the
co-existence of these two words (the first, materially present, the second, like the dead, a
determinate absence) in itself a metaphor, reading ‘Closed symmetry in poetry is a
cemetery, is death’? Anyway, my point is that the speaker doesn’t just counter-identify
through these satirising puns, deciding that No, I don’t want to write your sort of poetry –
but in fact, he proves that he could write such poetry if he chose to, proving this by his easy
use and employment of those technical terms associated with ‘High and Serious Poetry’.
This isn’t just the student in the shairi-to-genge song, who simply says Uh-uh, no, I’m gonna
do my own genge thing which is diverse and distinct from yours, the shairi; instead, it’s
something hybrid, combining the terms of the ‘High’ in a low, dub-delivered voice,
constructing something different in that ‘Third Space of enunciation’. In fact, the poem ‘The
Poetry Police’ is far more radical, I believe, than the genge song that Wainaina rightly
perceives as part of a counter-culture, for whereas the excellent Amka Ukatike is a cathartic
rejection of shairi and the institutional apparatus around it, performed at a remove from
any real Drama Festival, Mochama’s poem directly enacts the radicalism that it proclaims,
and hints at and participates in the possibility that mainstream culture can be altered
through hybridity, rather than merely retreating into a subculture of the sort that might,
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ironically, be affected and itself the dupe of consumer capitalism. By which I mean (and I’d
hate to sound as miserable and old as Adorno): for all its posturing, it might well be – as
another Kenyan academic, Christopher Odhiambo Joseph hints in another context – that the
ostensible ‘opposition to the mainstream’ offered by Amka Ukatike is part of the sales-ploy
of the international music industry, which creates a false opposition in order to contain it,
incorporate it, trap it into harmlessness. There is no doubt that we could read Amka
Ukatike as being part and parcel of that Hollywood-and-Music-Industry field that produces
films such as the fun-frolicsome-but-safe-and-rather-unfashionable Sister Act, which
features a ‘fallen woman’ who shakes-up-into-soul a rather dull, classical choir of nuns, in
the process ‘finding herself’ by entering acceptable, polite society. Nothing radical in that;
and indeed, a reminder of my earlier warning, that hybridity is not in itself radical, even
where it appears exciting and entertaining – it’s what you hybridise. In fact, the thought of
it makes me rather pukey! Excuse me, while I deal with my bile.

Mochama’s poem offers a far more devastating critique of the High, of the establishment,
and perhaps its knowingness, its cheeky rudeness is part of its charm. Even his wordchoices seem radical, involving the paradigmatic substitution of ‘cemetery’ for ‘symmetry’,
yes, but in other poems the word choices give the illusion of spontaneity, as if done thereand-then, words inserted just because they rhyme (like the old court poets, who’d ad-lib any
old rhyming word when reciting before power, afraid that if they faltered, they’d be sacked
or hanged), or words that don’t rhyme forced into rhyme and articulated to do so, such as in
this stanza from his poem, ‘Mosquito-51’:

you seldom get mile-age from being a poetic sage
not in this age when hip-hop is all the rage
‘Antique’ – this is how they describe the literary cage
that they keep us locked up in (savage)

There’s lots going on here, but in terms of sound we can imagine – as in the fantastic dubpoetry of the UK’s(?) Caribbean diasporan writer, Benjamin Zephaniah, who Mochama
admires, and who was himself a genuine ‘gangsta’, imprisoned for burglary (all spoken word
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poets are inevitably criminals, and the sociologists of crime should factor this into their
studies), and otherwise complex: nominated for position of Oxford Professor of Poetry, but
always keen to keep the establishment at bay, refusing to be incorporated, as implied in his
refusal of a State ‘honour’, OBE...take a deep breath, and go back to the start of that
sentence, We can imagine Mochama reciting that ‘savage’, forcing it to rhyme with the
preceding ‘sage’, rage’, cage’, so through sound emphasis placing also (by hybridising soundand-sense) a semantic emphasis upon that word, perhaps pointing to the danger that
poetry, contrary to its often polite associations, can contain (as the savage poet is contained
within brackets on the page, this being a visual/concretising device in additional to the
sound device of the forced rhyme), or perhaps the new discrimination that poets, even fresh
poets like Mochama, face from those who might think that only hip-hop can speak to the
contemporary world… Mochama’s gratuitous orality, his exorbitance of forced and
foregrounded rhymes, is a technique that stresses the polysemic play of language: in this
instance of ‘(savage)’, we appreciate the hybridity of the visual, the aural, the semantic axes
of language. Whichever interpretations we take from his written-and-oral employment of
‘(savage)’, we have to (not) conclude: it’s an ambiguity that can’t be resolved within this
poem, and we may read that parenthesised word, ‘(savage)’, as we will: unlike the VOK
song, Mochama’s poem doesn’t aim for unimpeachable clarity, for the incontrovertible
message that must be obeyed, for the didactic imposition. Polyvalent, polysemic, aporetic,
we can play with Mochama’s verse and wring from it various radicalisms.

There is a reason I have here considered extracts from Mochama’s verse at disproportionate
length: it’s because I feel that of all the poets I mention, he’s the one of whom the academy
would say, He’s not a real poet, he’s not very good, look at all those typos in his book, let’s
leave him out… Many would dismiss Mochama’s verse as doggerel; but to dismiss, say,
Zephaniah’s spoken-word-poetry as doggerel within ‘the precious history of univocal High
British Literature’ would be perceived as a denial of his right to hybridise, as a diasporan, his
Caribbean-ness with his new location, of his right to participate productively in British
debates, enriching these debates – would be exclusionary, gate-keeping, snobbish,
potentially extraordinarily racist. It would be a political act, and a reactionary one, based
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upon notions of the purity of the canon and the spurious unitary (mis)conception of an
antique, conservative Britishness.

The New Vennyan Poets at a Glance: 2. JKS Makokha, who writes as Siboe Makokha; and
Betty Wamalwa Muragori, writing as Sitawa Namwalie

‘There I was in New York (but do I say?)/I met some Kenyans and happily introduced
myself./Hello, I said, my name is Betty Muragori,/I’m so glad to meet you./Hello, one of
them replied,/My name is John and I am a Luo./I was taken aback./I asked, why are you
telling me what tribe you are?/But you said you were Betty, he said, and you are Maragoli’ –
the Preface to Sitawa Namwalie’s collection, Cut off my Tongue, and the first words recited
on stage during performances

‘The tongue of the land of the poet’s father haunts him’ – from ‘Paradox of the Poet of
Polyvalent Tongues’ from Siboe Makokha’s collection, Nest of Stones

Please give me the pleasure of your company as we go – as the interdisciplinarians write –
beyond the text.

When I first met ‘Siboe Makokha’ in 2005, when he was working on an MA dissertation on
‘inbetweeness’ and ‘cultural ambivalence’, he introduced himself as Wanjohi wa Makokha.
In a long, generous and private Email to me recently, which I shan’t reproduce at length,
Makokha writes, and I at times paraphrase:

I was born to a Catholic Gikuyu mother [nee Wanjohi] and a Protestant (no churchgoer) Bukusu father. I am the second son of our family. I therefore [according to
Gikuyu tradition+ take the Gikuyu name ‘Wanjohi’ from my maternal grandfather,
although I am a Bukusu. Most maternal names given to sons in Bukusu culture
remain silent in official documents such as birth certificates. Different members of
my family, or people with whom I interact, call me by different names. Some refer to
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me by the [paternal] name of my birth [and official document name], Justus Siboe
Makokha, and do not acknowledge ‘Wanjohi’. When I was coming of age, I started
asking myself why I could not be called Justus Wanjohi Makokha, or Wanjohi wa
Makokha, so as to accentuate my bi-ethnic identity in this Kenyan society where
names play a crucial role in self-identity and (political) constructions. The ‘K’ of JKS is
a later addition, from my baptismal name, Kizito, one of the Ugandan martyrs

This condensation-paraphrase of Siboe’s long Email provides, I suggest, a taste of some of
the complexities of ethnicity, religion and assertive self-identities in contemporary Kenya. It
also points to something that has long been appreciated: the power of names in multi-group
Kenya – or, as we shall think of it, the power of language in the formation of identity.
[JKSWM: without permission, I shall use this flippant shorthand for the remainder of this
section, asking you understand that this ostensible flippancy is rather the cover for a deep
respect for this poet’s identities, and carries an ironic understanding that I indeed have no
right whatsoever to unilaterally name him.] JKSWM is not the only one of our poets for
whom names are vital – both their own names and those of characters within their poems.
For instance, Betty Muragori (Betty, that Forename, or should we call it a Christian name, or
should we call it ‘Western’ or ‘English’, or what should we say? And Muragori, that Gikuyu
name, or wider Gikuyu-Embu-Meru name[?]) opts to write and perform using the name –
not a non de plume – Sitawa Namwalie (‘Ms Namwalie, is that a Luhya name, or wot?’ – a
question we’ll return to later.) Again, in an Email that I once more condense-paraphrase,
Sitawa writes that:

‘Sitawa means “pedestal”, or something like that. Namwalie means “she who comes
from the East”. I was named Sitawa at birth, but I got Namwalie in my thirties, partly
to compensate for my name being less funky than my sister’s. Muragori is my
husband’s name, but even he doesn’t use it. I use Sitawa Namwalie because it’s a
fond name used by my family, and I wanted to take it beyond the confines of my
family. Betty Muragori is for the workplace
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In her poem – or her lyrical dance – ‘Say my Name’, Namwalie asks ‘What’s in a name?’,
which becomes a refrain in each successive verse paragraph. She also rephrases her
question, to read ‘Does belonging lie in a name?’ In ‘Who am I?’, his poem kindly dedicated
to me (I really should stop all this own-name-dropping) – a poem which has a more formal
tone of utterance than Sitawa’s, but which alludes to dance and song – JKSWM similarly
asks that searching question, er, ‘Who am I?’ We might here glance at a few formal
similarities between the two poems. First off, we can say that both of these poems appear
on the page as free verse, the dominant poetic style of much contemporary postcolonial
poetry. Both feature numerous devices associated with orality: various effervescences of
rhyme, individual repetitions and longer refrains, and so on. This is what Siboe has
elsewhere called ‘texto-songic’ verse, which although a cumbersome formulation, is
workable. Possibly, though, this palimpsestic orality (as I shall call it, no less clumsily) is an
inherited feature of all written poetry to a greater or lesser extent, from all cultures, but
what is important is that in these two poems the sound devices are clearly foregrounded.
Consequently, aspects of these poems, ‘Say my Name’ and ‘Who am I?’ Venn with
Mochama’s ‘The Poetry Police’, which also, in its own street-speak way, wilfully hybridises
the oral and the literate; in our discussion of this, we made passing allusion to Derrida. This
is but one overlap among many. Also visible in these two poems, and again a feature some
might call oral (it has an [insoluble] riddling effect, and implies an audience), but which in
fact works just as well from the page, as the scribal, is the interrogative tactic, the question,
the invitation to the listeners-cum-readers to participate in the creation of meanings. At
this point, and as an interlude, I might play devil’s advocate and suggest that this is one
characteristic of much New Vennyan Poetry that points to the wrongheadedness of the
(Bakhtinian and wider theory’s) privileging of the (supposedly) dialogic novel over poetry,
for there is no doubt in my mind that if we consider the canonical Kenyan novels of the
Social Realist school of the early Ngugi and the like (that is, the postcolonial novel on the
ground in Kenya), we find them to be decidedly didactic, and any implied questions are fully
rhetorical, the committed author’s Father Ideology providing the ‘correct’ answer to
society’s ills in the same way that VOK articulated Nyayo’s didactic message. But our two
poems’ questions are, instead, open – Siboe’s is placed right at the end of the poem as its
final line, and Sitatwa’s is repeated so often that it is clear that the speaker is not certain of
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the answer, or will not dictate any answer; indeed, she confesses, ‘I don’t know’ the answer
to my question, for ‘I am no philosopher’. So, what is in a name, and who are we?

The colonial anthropologists’ and the native intellectuals’ responses to these questions have
traditionally been exactly the same. And their answers have become a spurious type of
common sense, reiterated in Kenyan literary criticism. For them, we are our names,
precisely. And this has everything to do with our earlier criticisms of nativism, authenticity,
purity, Negritude, multicultural cultural diversity. Let’s forget colonial anthropology, and
consider independence-era texts. Ranged on the bookcase in front of me as I type, I have
countless slim booklets published in the first decades after Kenya’s Flag independence.
Some have titles such as ‘Luo Oral Literature’, others have titles such as ‘Kamba Customary
Law’, while others have titles such as ‘The Kikuyu’ or ‘Us, The Kalenjin’. It is undeniable that
these are textual moments, as was our first president’s own work of colonial-era
anthropology, his Facing Mount Kenya, in the constructions of what have come to be called
imagined communities after Benedict Anderson’s study of that title. This much has been
exhaustively studied elsewhere, and I have myself considered it at length in a post-election
violence study that I wrote in the first two months of 2008, entitled Fabulous Tribes. From a
range of disciplines, these texts build up isolated communities: their arrangement on my
bookshelf is perhaps itself a symbol of culturally diverse postcolonial Kenya. These are vital
little books, yes, as they are moments, contextualised in time and place, as valuable as
Okot’s nativist Song School poetry when that, too, is contextualised in its time and place –
they are texts that attempt the recuperation of a supposedly deprived authenticity. But
when ‘recuperation’ becomes the invention of tradition, of isolated origins and eternally
fixed boundaries, rather than the genuine ‘rediscovery of something already there’, we get,
frankly, what we got in 2007/2008, and might get again, and have had before. Vital books,
yes: THEN! But mystify these texts, reify these texts, and they become manifestos – we
have already seen groups such as Mungiki, that grassroots group with its possibly genuine
social grievances, see its class complaints divert uselessly into ethnic chauvinism because it
read recuperative sections of Ngugi’s realist novels as textbooks-for-tribe. As Fanon and
every radical since has known, real political concerns are sanitised when the unitary tribe is
enacted and instrumentally manipulated, and manipulated often by those elites who, being
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members of Fanon’s national bourgeoisie, do so with affected allegiances only to that tribe.
Mine appears to be a version of the old tribe-concealing-class complaint, I appreciate, but
there we are: I am not a Vulgar Marxist – I can see how tribe can be enacted today, how it
can articulate with class, and how it can be very very real indeed. I do not downplay the
power of ‘The Tribe’. For me, ideology does not mean false-consciousness in the sense of ‘a
lie [such as ethnicity] that can be wished away’. That would be naïve: tribe is very much
alive and real, but I believe that it needs to be reconsidered as a more productive and less
dangerous ethnicity. What I’d ask, is this: has the unitary tribe as authentic and fixed group
really any historical foundation, any traceable origin except in those creation myths
repeated and recirculated in the oral-stories-written-down and ossified in print? These are
not always ancient stories: the Kenyan historian Bethwell Ogot, for example, has
convincingly pointed to the postcolonial construction (which we might as well, for ease, call
a falsification) of an originary-imaginary myth to politically unite ‘The Luo’… The literature
on all of this is vast, and so let’s return to JKSM and Namwalie… Ours has been a deliberate
and relevant digression, for who we are is best considered by considering all options,
including history; or, as Mochama writes in another of his poems, ‘The future always lies
behind us’. So, this might be a good moment to return to our poets’ questions: What is in a
name, and who are we?

There are some ethnologists who even today would unreflectively reiterate the answers of
the colonial anthropologists and their ‘independent’ heirs; just as there is a culturally
fundamentalist Mungiki which would do the same; or literary critics who would uncritically,
without the nuance of ambivalence, sing the praises of the Song School – these folk are
much of a muchness, whether by intention or not: we must always entertain the probability
that people are not willingly bullied, or are not wilfully or strategically chauvinist, but rather
get caught in the midst of the mist of hegemony. Take an extraordinarily pleasant chap
from Southern Sudan, Mohammed Haroun Kafi Aburas, who I briefly had the pleasure of
meeting during Nairobi’s StoryMoja Literary Festival, 2009. I bought a copy of a book he’d
recently published, Beyond the Land of no Graves. This book fascinated me, and then
worried me. It begins with a Dedication: ‘Dear Reader, This is an anthropological study of
the values and reflections of the Sudan African civilization based on and expressed by
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persons’ names’. The book ends, oddly, with a reproduction on its inside back cover, of a
‘Sudan Tourist Map, a pop reiteration of colonial ethno-cartographies, which happily shows
Sudan carved into unproblematic geographical regions, each one bordered by a thick black
line, and each one featuring a different ‘ethnic group’ represented metonymically by a man
(or, this being a tourist map, a smiling young woman, the object of desire, the Motherland)
wearing ‘traditional costume’. Do I need to deconstruct this for you? I think not. The
concerns that we all probably have regarding that map’s representation of a huge
neighbouring country are the same ones, I suggest, that we should have for the same
denotative relationship that the writer insists upon in that Dedication, that our names
unproblematically, mimetically ‘reflect’ our closed ethnic groups’ ‘values’. Enclave East
Africa: who’d want to live there, in those reserves, where all neighbours are terrifying and
terrified, where we have been herded and where we willingly dwell?

I suggest that although Sitawa and JKSM do not want to dictate answers to their questions
regarding names, they do ask them with an awareness of what names have meant here in
postcolonial Kenya – or, rather, how names have meant. They are aware, as the quotation
from JKSWM at the head of this section articulates it, how ‘The tongue of the land of the
poet’s father haunts him’, both as poet and citizen, like Bloom’s Ephebe who both lovesbut-rivals his precursors. Names, we have been told to believe, have meant
unproblematically. And they have meant membership of, and allegiance to, the unitary
tribe. Names are funny old things. A person’s name seems precious, because it is the first
alternative to ‘I’ (people always introduce themselves by name, and expect others to do that
same.) It is the primary alternative to ‘I’, and its default specification, by which I think I
mean: when we say ‘I am Stephen Derwent Partington’, I am conventionally thought to be
saying two things: a) I am from the family Partington; b) I am not, for example, to be
confused with Kosgey, for I/ he are the other of each other.

But cultural contexts of course vary somewhat! Although my name ‘Stephen Derwent
Partington” isn’t as meaningless as that ‘Bogus Crankshaft’ from Everett Standa’s rather
worrying, witty and potentially nativist poem of that title, it is probably the case that
‘Partington’, for example, which comes from the name of the village, Partington, in the
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North of England, does not indicate eternal allegiance to that place: I’ve never been there;
my father is from relatively near there; I grew up for some years in the Cambridgeshire Fens
in the East of England, bloody miles from there; I since moved around the UK; and now I’m
here. However, the valency of names in Kenya is slightly different, and I would argue that it
has become different in a very fixed manner since the advent of colonial anthropology and
its continuation through to today. When someone in the street says ‘I am Macharia’, that
Macharia has a fixity: it has come to mean, ‘I am Gikuyu’. Now, linguists have for the better
part of a century, and indeed in various ways since antiquity, recognised that words do not
directly refer to the world in an unproblematic way. The word ‘cat’ is not a thing ‘cat’; the
symbol is not directly the thing. We have thingified the tribe as a fixed, objectively-known
entity: we have mistakenly come to believe that our names are essential, are
straightforward referents, and so our primary alternative to ‘I’, our name, becomes
inevitably a way of saying ‘I am Gikuyu’ or ‘I am Kamba’ – the two utterances are symbiotic
in our present society. These Magdeburg Hemispheres (name/tribe; Macharia/Gikuyu) are
accepted as being so perfectly fused that all the horses on Earth couldn’t pull them apart.
But our word (or signifier), ‘Onyango’, is in fact arbitrarily linked, as are all signifiers, to its
signified, in this case the accepted signified-of-Tribe/Luoism. Some theorists, such as
Derrida, would go further, and remind us that ‘Luo’ or ‘Luoism’ is not only a signified, but
also another signifier, which could have many many various and open meanings and not just
the denotative, nativist-authenticist few it has come to mean since the advent of objectivist
colonialist anthropology. If we consider how language works, the power of language and
the manner in which it plays out in grounded fashion in the world that is Kenya, we might
just come to glimpse the mechanism of our imprisonment in the unitary tribe within a
culturally diverse Kenya bounded, as was that Tourist Map of Sudan, with fat internal and
external borders.

Sitawa’s and JKSWM’s questions regarding names within their poems, and their personal
histories of names, to my mind demonstrate not the difficulty of mixing cultures, alienation
and angst of the sort that some first-generation nativist intellectuals claimed, perhaps
understandably, to experience. I don’t read JKSWM, whose Email reveals perhaps the more
complex of the two dances-with-words, as being angst-ridden about living between two
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diverse cultures, the Bukusu and the Gikuyu, which he can’t resolve – No! Rather, I read
into these Emails an attempt to confront the division that has emerged between what they
understand to be the arbitrariness of signifier in language and its paradoxical fixity, its
complicity with the anthropological-tribe, that this signifier has come to attain in
postcolonial Kenya. What might seem, then, to be just word play, and something very
personal, articulated in lyrical verse and private Emails (which literate forms we have always
tended to consider the realm of purely individual expression), in fact becomes a sociocultural and wider political strategy of great import. As the best older Feminists pointed out
to us, The personal is political. Both poets are in effect saying, We all of us need names that
are relevant to me, and to us, but which evade the purity of a spurious authenticity, or,
which is the other side of the same Shilling, Our names need to be relatively extricated from
the denotation that they presently have in the unitary tribe. They are happy, as subjects, not
to be unproblematic unitary individuals who jigsaw perfectly into unproblematic unitary
tribes, but instead point to the complexities of their construction, their self-constructions,
and of ethnicity-and-cultural-becoming. Contrary to what we have come to believe is the
common-sense response, JKSWM’s desire for an identity attached to a compound name
such as Justus Wanjohi Makokha, does not point to an identity conflict, but instead to a
confidence in the simultaneity of all three of the names, to a vernacular cosmopolitanism
rooted in the Venn, the third space where hybridity resides, not as angst or alienation, but
as celebration, as complexity, as the possibility of communication with others as not only
foreigner-others, but as the same as us. The desire or these two poets may well be the
hope of postcolonial Kenya, and a route out of tribalism.

So, when in ‘Say my Name’ Sitawa writes ‘I don’t know the answer’ to my question, ‘What’s
in a name?’, she’s saying that she won’t be didactic and that she won’t and can’t give you
the answers. She won’t force us into the bland unitary identifications of older novelists and
anthropologists, who told us what our names meant. But neither, she is saying, do I want
you to adopt meaningless names such as ‘Bogus Crankshaft’ – and by reading Sitawa in this
manner, we can read Standa’s poem in a more forgiving and nuanced manner, and can
indeed read all earlier lit in different ways, against the grain, refusing to simply accept their
ideological premises. Try it: go and reread Ngugi’s excellent and important Petals of Blood,
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but read it like a full interlocutor, not a mere listener. Sitawa asks us to reassess our names,
to debate them and to live them as markers of what we share, not of what divides us, even
if your name is Macharia and mine is Onyango or Partington or… Sitawa’s poetry doesn’t
oblige us to adopt a liberal or meaningless and chaotic hybridity, but rather to search for the
hybridities that are right for us, that are dynamic, that enable us to relate with love to
others. It is important to note that ‘Say my Name!’ is the final poem performed during
stage productions of ‘Cut off my Tongue’, and the poet-reciter encourages the audience to
do just that, to repeat the name Sitawa Namwalie as it appears in the poem, foregrounding
that name, making the strange and the uncomfortable (one reviewer, Monica Arac de
Nyeko) called the process, initially, ‘very spooky’) iteration of someone else’s ‘other’ name
something very comfortable (a tactical shift from defamiliarisation to ease), perhaps pulling
the other towards us and creating a Venn between them-and-us, enabling us to articulate
the ‘them’ within ‘us’, closing the space between poet-and-reader, performer-and-audience,
but also, simultaneously, between ‘tribal’ identities that have traditionally been considered
distinct and antagonistic, our communal iteration constituting the crossing of borders. After
a long performance, we leave the auditorium with the name of the other, who has become
our internalised friend, happily ringing in our ears and tripping from our tongues,
experiencing the possibility, as Bhabha puts it, of emerging from the theatre and into the
streets as hybrid ‘others of our selves’.

And both Sitawa’s and JKSWM’s poetry asks us to each do this for a reason: because in
2008, we experienced post-election violence that saw possibly thousands killed and a third
of a million displaced; because this took a turn toward a political tribalism; because despite
our rightful concern at this event, it wasn’t the first time, and may not, without change, be
the last; because by each of us acting in this way, we can play our part to see that it doesn’t
happen again, while Grand Politics (with us, and which we can be a part of) plays its part;
because in February of 2008, the man who boarded your bus asked you for your ID card,
which spoke in names and places-of-residence which, because of the name-tribe-location
fixities that we have too long accepted, identified us as acceptable or killable. For Sitawa,
our names, reinterpreted, should fill us with the ‘Joy’ that she feels in her poem and in her
life, with the ‘Love’ that she writes of, and should make us ‘dance’ and twirl with a ‘sinuous
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gyrating’, that centrifugal gyrating of the sort which, we might say, spins us with Bakhtin out
of the centripetally-formed, unitary ‘tribe’. Returning to that dance, that orality, that songand-performance, Sitawa’s poetry, like JKSWM’s, respects pre-colonial living without
ossifying it at authentic – we dance because we are different, because we are varied,
because are together. The speaker in JKSWM’s poem, ‘Who am I?’, is equally complex,
possessed of a ‘brown-black-white head’, situated in a Lamu that sings with ancient Swahili
(a hybrid language) poetry, but also the ‘new’, but also the ‘oral and *the+ scribed+’, but also
the ‘asian’ influences and the ‘Islamic’ and the ‘Afro-arabic’, hybridising different categories
(of religion and race and ethnicity and nationality and colour and literary forms) and so
leading to the final line, which curls back to the title, ‘Who am I?’ This is not a question
indicating confusion, alienation and angst: the speaker at the beginning of the poem is
anxious and ‘lost’, yes, because (he is a poet) he is tongued-tied-and-writer-blocked by a
lack of identity, but by the end has found his voice and his muse, and is able to speak
precisely because he finally identifies himself as dynamically ‘hybrid’ while walking the
‘labyrinth’ of Lamu. He has realised that he is many things, and his question is an invitation
to us to consider what hybridity we are, so that we, too, might perhaps find our own and
various and Venned voices.

I have glanced at the poetry of JKSWM and Sitawa very briefly, and have gone, as I said we
would, well beyond the text. Perhaps this will have the effect – I don’t know – of
encouraging you to buy and read these poets’ collections, just as I hope you’ll buy and read
the work of all of us who I discuss as new Vennyan Poets.

But what is certain, is this: that the manner in which I have written around these poets’
works and lives is of course not the only way in which they can be studied, by any means.
What I have done is perform a loose identity politics reading, pointing to possibility that
from these poems we can discern an identity politics debate that is not only free-floating in
the realm of superstructural culture, but which can inhere in the materiality of acts of
violence and love in our quotidian lives. But, as with all of the poems and poets I discuss,
the works and lives of Sitawa and JKSWM could be approached in so many ways. For
instance, extending the identity politics reading, we could point to how our new reading
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enables us to escape from those types of literary studies that insist on identifying who is
insider or outsider, and who therefore may or may not express any critical opinion on any
text. We could point to how neither of these two poets seem so naïve that they suggest
that we can simply desire ourselves into new identities by supernatural acts of our own
wills, by full independent choice: our selves as subjects are always formed by processes of
interaction with Venn-like others-who-are-the-same, and so are never fully ours to freely
assert – and this is their point, perhaps, that we have to bugger off and work together, and
dynamically communicate. We could point out how neither of these poets, and none of us,
can be seen as entirely ‘new-and-original’, or their poems exclusively hybrid (that would be a
paradox, wouldn’t it?), for across their poems, often despite their assertions of full
hybridity, evidence of the inherited convention of cultural diversity (rather than hybridity)
can be seen. For example, in a series of poems in his collection, Nest of Stones, JKSWM
performs a Kenyan fly-past, if you like, with each poem in this series of what he calls
‘Mantras’ seeming to propose a patchwork quilt Kenya, so demonstrating the residual
Okottian version of cultural diversity as well as the emergent hybrid version. Or you could
argue otherwise. Or we could consider the frequent echoes of other spoken-and-scribal
texts from Kenya in JKSWM’s poetry, which references productions as diverse as: the
excellent Gujerati-mix performance poetry of Shailja Patel, a talented New Vennyan Poet
who I do not mention here because she is already, rightly, widely known; the novels of
Ngugi; the poetry of Jonathan Kariara; the pop lyrics of Nonini; the classical Swahili poetry of
Mwana Kupona; and so on. This is intertextuality employed as a conscious device, selfconstructing hybridity. We could also point to how intertextuality is also always present
unconsciously, pointing to the fact that hybridity, as well as being a deliberate endeavour,
anyway occurs. Or we could study the participative theatricality of ‘Cut off my Tongue’ in
performance. Or we could read both poets’ collections, and those of the other Vennyan
Poets, through the prism of five mini-essays written in Sitawa’s Cut off my Tongue by four
members of the Concerned Kenyan Writers group – essays that variously argue for the
urgent contemporary relevance of Sitawa’s (and, by implication, the Vennyan Poets’) verse:

a) an introductory essay by Muthoni Garland, the collection’s editor and the force
behind the StoryMoja movement, suggests how for her (forgive me, Muthoni)
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slightly older generation, the official and imposed version of nationhood created a
false impression of national unity through Civics textbooks and the like, while
conflicting and unofficial versions of diverse-unitary nationhood simmered
underneath, occasionally erupting into violence; Garland also mentions the
interaction of the personal and the social, which I have mentioned, and the
hopefulness of the verse
b) an essay by Wambui Mwangi points to the dangers of identifying unitary peoples
with locations, draws attention to how terms such as ‘tribalism’ do not only have
textual-oral existences, but how they have often negative material consequences for
the body, and how Sitawa’s verse offers the possibility of something different
c) an essay by Wanjiru Kamau-Rutenberg reconsiders the relevance of Sitawa’s verse to
the old ‘language debate’, and also points to the fact that the old comment, ‘Some of
my best friends are Luo’ is insufficient, and – to use our terminology – probably
simply acts as an elastoplasts across the divides of cultural diversity
d) an essay by Keguro Macharia in which he argues that the ‘Love Poetry’ aspects of
Sitawa’s poems are not at all apolitical, but in fact urge a love based in the
materiality of the body, and a love that can surrender aspects of itself to the
perceived ‘other’, in effect identifying the possibility of hybridity
e) an essay by Stephen Derwent Partington in which he argues that: the invitation to
Love and hybridise comes from Sitawa’s verse’s demonstration that we live in a place
of present injustices that require solutions; history reminds us of our hybridity, our
migrations, our blendings, which might ironically need recuperation after a recent
period of nativism; Sitawa’s poetry is rooted not only in the superstructural but, in
drawing attention to certain class (or, rather, land and resources) inequalities, it can
be read as appreciating the relative foundationalism of economics

And so on – as with all texts, the approaches are endless. These are poems, and glosscommentary responses to poems, that require engagement, that require new ways of
becoming, of study, of living…

The New Vennyan Poets at a Glance: 3. Ngwatilo Mawiyoo
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Okay, I’ve decided to deliberately give myself a challenge here, and write ‘blind’, as it were,
and outside my comfort zone, beyond my reading, experience and memory. By which I
mean, I have taken a large collection of Ngwatilo’s poems, turned to a random page, and
just now stuck a pin, with my eyes closed, into a poem. (I hope I haven’t hurt it, and won’t.)
The problem with essays is that we always select poems that fit our hypotheses – so, I
wanted to go random. This process is also a bit of a bugger because, as well as choosing a
random poem, I’ve also decided to just read this poem, reproduce it for you, and write
‘automatically’ about and around it. To an extent, I’ve been doing this all the way through
this essay, but I mean that I’m here writing entirely from memory, and won’t look in any
books as I write. I have decided to do this: a) because I’ve had an otherwise boring morning,
planning my regular work, and am sick of planned stuff; b) well, this is how we do often
approach poems, innit, as the proverbial general reader (who s/he?), and not always as
students or academics; c) too much scripted-planning would seem to me to disrespect
Ngwatilo’s aesthetic, as we’ll see. I’ll just write as I read – which I might also do next with
the poems of Phyllis Muthoni.

The poem my pin chanced upon is ‘oh!men’. Here it is:

‘oh!men’

I hate Wednesday.
It all start wit de suggestion
in the name, a “Weddin day.”
De never been a worse
omen in all my dreams.
Evvitime it come I feel to be sick,
in de winter I say I be dead
soon as de sun disappear.
Sometime that’s six o’clock,
sometime it mean four,
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sometime de big roun ting dez be
scared, and hide behind the cloud
Those days
I doh speak.

Okay. All right. I’m scared. I’m not sure I’ve ever heard Ngwatilo perform this poem, but
this is where we’ll start, I think: with performance. I’ve had the pleasure of seeing Ngwatilo
perform her poetry, and I think that we’ll call her a Performance Poet, and not a Spoken
Word Artist or anything like that, for what she does is thrillingly broad in its delivery. She is
not just a reciter of oral verse, which then happens to be scripted, but is rather a performer
of poetry that also works well on the page. So, I’m hoping that the title Performance Poet
won’t be a narrow box-of-a-category, but a broad term that points to interdisciplinarity and
the hybridity of forms: the oral, the scribal, music, noise, lights-camera-action, acting-withvoice, acting-with-gesture, audience-participation and that sorta thing. You know,
something that, like the best orgies (one assumes), excites by blending. Not only blending,
but a swift, dynamic change of styles from performance to performance. I know that
Ngwatilo is presently considering how to further incorporate music and the like into her
stage delivery. So, although we might say that all poems are different each time we read
them, we can say that change is foregrounded by its audio-visual flicker from event-to-event
in the poetry of Ngwatilo. Perhaps we can say that she is the poet whose poetry obviously
actualises the wider dynamism of the new Vennyan Poetry, in your face! At least, I will say
that.

By the way, I’m deliberately using her first name, Ngwatilo, for the chatty democracy of
performance poetry always makes me feel that I’m being invited to listen as a friend and as
a participant in a conversation; and sometimes am invited to be a very vocal respondent,
echoing (yes, as an implicated-and-exonerated whitey) the responsory forms of slavery’s
cane-cutting songs. Yes, even where, say, a lot of the Black Dub Poetry I’ve been thrilled to
see-hear in the UK seems to situates me as potentially part of the mainstream-thatmarginalises (I’m thinking here of one of my very favourite poets, the brilliant John Agard), I
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always feel that I’m simultaneously being welcomed as part of the solution, if I choose so to
be. British Dub Poetry is wisely ambivalent, and checks, before letting me in through the
front door, that I’m not wearing a big blue rosette of the Tory Party.

But where were we: yes – performance poetry.

In fact, in a short Email to me some time ago, I seem to remember Ngwatilo stating that she
herself prefers to be considered a performance poet rather than a spoken worder. Now,
there’s a politics to this, beyond simple aesthetics. One very recent commentator on British
Dub Poetry, Eric Doumerc, has suggested in the journal Kunapipi that:

The new dub poets like Tafari and Zephaniah are aware of a long tradition of black
oral poetry and in his poem “Rapid Rapping” Zephaniah mentions Linton Kwesi
Johnson, Martin Glynn, Lioness, Levi Tafari, Mutabaruka, Okuonuora, John Agard and
Grace Nichols. The new dub poets often name other poets to insist on the fact their
art is to be placed in its proper cultural context and is not to be assessed or judged
by standards associated with what they consider as “traditional” poetry or poetry for
the page

First things first: I lied to you. I did remember this quotation lurking somewhere in the back
of my tiny mind, so did look it up so as not to appear to plagiarise. Okay? That’s my excuse.

Off the top of my (pin)head (because I’ve no desire to impose any real order on my reading
of Ngwatilo’s poems), I’d probably point out that this dub technique reminds me very much
of the convention in much Kenyan poetry, old and new (yes, we’re not necessarily enemies
across the generations), of listing pantheons of liberation heroes. For example, the older
poet, Micere Mugo, does it in her committed list poem, ‘Mother Afrika’s Matriots’, which
features a whole range of diasporan matriots (her neologism), living and dead, from
Nefertiti (Egypt) through Anne Nzinga (Angola) through Harriet Tubman (USA) through Mary
Seacole (Caribbean) through…oh, so many, including the Kenyans, Field Marshall Muthoni
wa Kirima, and the wider masses of nameless women who participated in various freedom
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struggles. More recently, Mukoma wa Ngugi has re-employed the convention in ‘A Collage
of Death Masks’, in which he lists heroes from Steve Biko (SA) to Frantz Fanon (Caribbean,
but claimed for Algeria and elsewhere) to Rosa Luxemburg (Weimar Germany Socialist) to
Ken Saro-Wiwa (Nigeria) to…oh, so many, including the Kenyan, Waiyaki. Mukoma’s are
mini-dramatic-monologues, which do seem to blend, hybdridise or (the word from his title)
collage or (mine) Venn to construct the pantheon’s common cause: liberation from real
material oppression, broadly conceived. Interesting here is the space-and-history-hopping,
which I might return to later with regard to Ngwatilo, whose poetry has already led us here
by some route of associations, I suppose; which, again, I might return to!!!!

What is important, though, is that performance poetry insists upon what it is: er,
performance poetry. More than entertainment – which it also is, on the community level –
it is an enactment of solidarity with perceived traditions, and a fighting refusal not to be
appropriated by Western scribal poetry. In the UK, such a technique is part of the insistence
upon (Caribbean) roots, and a warning that full assimilation into what can still be a racist
Britain is in itself an act of potential possession and control. Their assertion that they are
performance poets (or dub poets or rasta poets or duboets or any of the tags they might
choose within this field) is a part of their confidently perceptive desire not to let themselves
or their poetry be arrogated by some purist, high-and-white British academia as modernday incarnations of Fanon’s Black Skin, White Masks. Fully a part of Britain, there is
nevertheless a purist-nationalist version of Britain that they do not, as I do not, want to be a
part of at all: what they enact, we might say (and, hey, again we’ll return to this) is a certain
hybridity that I suggest is a transplanted Caribbean creolisation within the UK.

But what about Ngwatilo, who’s not at all writing from, for example, the ghetto-Brixton of
1980s London, but from Kenya. Well, let me here recall something, which is itching in my
memory: I seem to remember Ngwatilo once, in my presence, performing one of her poems
in a strong Caribbean accent. Now, I can’t remember if ‘oh!men’ was that poem, and don’t
know whether ‘oh!men’ is one of the poems that she’d perform in this Caribbean voice,
which might have specifically been Jamaican. Probably, my failure to be specific (was it
Jamaican?) is important, and we might, er, come back to this. Which circles us back to the
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British performance poets, the dub poets, who also insist on tracing their culture back to the
Caribbean, and whose poetry is powerful within Britain without being purely nostalgic. I
choose to read Ngwatilo’s choice of a Caribbean voice as very different to, say, me blackingup and singing Al Jolson’s racially-otherising song, ‘Mammy’. Instead, I read-and-hear
Ngwatilo’s Caribbean voice as an act of solidarity. In common parlance, if we must use such
tags, we’d probably force Ngwatilo into the category of ‘Kamba-by-blood’ – YAAAWN – and
not ‘Caribbean-by-blood’. Which is why her vocal technique, reproduced scribally on the
page, is so fascinating. For me, it points to a route out of and away from old nineteenthcentury colonial anthropological obsessions with otherings based upon spurious distinctions
of race-as-biology-as-skin-colour, or ethnicity-as-fixed-and-in-the-blood-and-soil (‘Ngwatilo
is a Kamba, fullstop’), but instead uses networks of culture to construct solidarities,
overlaps, hybridities and Venns.

Situated a full continent apart from the West Africa from which slaves were bought-andstolen; and a full ocean away from the Caribbean where they were forced to work the sugar;
and again a full traipse across the ocean to the UK and wider Europe where slave-sugar was
consumed and where later 1960s immigration saw people of Caribbean ‘origin’ settle and
work for crappy pay and, amongst other things, perform poetry; and then another long drop
down the atlas to East Africa, to the Ethiopian-zone-of-Rastafarianism, to Kenya where that
performance poetry echoes with Ngwatilo; then back across to West Africa, where
commodified slaves were imprisoned for export; and I haven’t even mentioned the varied
and related continental-American experiences… What Ngwatilo’s technique does is enact a
solidarity in time and place, in effect creating links and rewriting the atlas, performing a
contemporary cartography, a different geography, that refuses to see the Caribbean
experience as fully distinct (remember our cultural diversity?) from the African experience
from the diasporan experience in, say, Britain. Her Kenya is not physically separated from
the Caribbean, but culturally linked. To say that Ngwatilo’s poetry is part of a modern
attempt to heal the wounds of the Middle Passage of the so-called Triangular Trade (read,
Slave Trade), would be glib and potentially offensive. And yet, her verse is a recognition and
re-enactment of solidarity in 2010, and her performances an act of, at the very least,
remembrance, as opposed to the forgetting that official and sanitised American and
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European histories (amongst others) might occasion. In the process, she is demonstrating
an indebtedness-through-participation with those Caribbeans who have always stressed the
African link, and also with those 1960s Pan-Africanists, who we too swiftly forget in the heat
of our present nationalisms and sub-nationalisms. Ngwatilo’s Caribbean-voice-inperformance kicks us out of the false security of the unitary tribe, of the nation of Kenya,
and out into the wider world and into wider history; a move outwards that is replicated in
the very act of her own aesthetic move from the privacy of the page and into the
community of the theatre. Clearly, then, this is the very opposite of Al Jolson’s racist
blacking-up and stereoptypical ‘negro-nasality’, for his was a dull otherising act, a statement
of eternal difference and a spurious white purity. Appropriating an otherwise miserable
business term, we might say that, performed in Kenya, but in reality performing beyond
these borders and times, Ngwatilo’s is a hybridised poetry of glocalisation, and her adoption
of the Caribbean voice is an act of radical glocalalia – a hybrid word, if ever I coined one. If
poetry is condensation and compression, then here we see it in action, for in this object of
fourteen lines we can hear-and-see the compaction of Paul Gilroy’s diasporan Black Atlantic.
It is a revisioned pocket-sized atlas. So don’t tell me poetry don’t do nothing.

Ngwatilo’s Caribbean voice is then mimicry in the flattering sense of this word, as respect
and homage, like the homage Mugo pays to her diasporan pantheon, or Mukoma to his.
But it is more than just sycophancy: it is also a reassurance and an act of reconstruction, a
way of saying to the black diaspora in the Caribbean and, further, the Caribbean diaspora in
Britain and elsewhere, that just as you remember us, we remember you – her very use of
the accent is part of the call-and-response of the cane-cutting song, a kindly contemporary
take upon those old, painful songs. And the macro-migration that her performance enacts
is a vital reminder, here in Kenya, of the micro-migrations and mergings that different
ethnicities in East Africa underwent in the pre-colonial period – an important reminder, for
it points to the falseness of our current and dangerous insistence upon the eternally-layered
fixities of name-tribe-place. What Ngwatilo’s voice implies is a hybridity within Kenya and
beyond, in keeping with, say, the new-left-anthropologist Jean-Loup Amselle’s belief that we
should condemn colonial anthropology, with its insistence upon authenticities and pure
ethnic origins, and should instead view ‘The Beginning’ as a place-and-time of, as Francoise
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Lionnet puts it, ‘originary indistinction or syncretism’ – which is to say, forget singularityorigins in toto.

Hey, don’t call me a fibber again: I in fact remembered this short quotation and these
names, so there!

But what does Ngwatilo, in-character, make her speaker say in ‘oh!men’?

Stop: read it aloud!

Well, let me set the scene as I choose to see-and-hear it: I think we have a Caribbean brideto-be, who is promised into marriage some Wednesday in the future, and I choose to think
that she’s in Britain, and she’s not too pleased. Why do I think this; or, which is the flipside,
What am I going to do with these assumptions?

I don’t know, so, to give me a bit of time: Stop, and read it aloud again!

No, I still don’t know, but let’s move on anyway… In fact, let’s (ooer) fumble together…

‘oh!men’ is powerfully ambiguous as a phrase. In Kenya, we all surely know this common
utterance, our secularisation of ‘O God!’ when something unpleasant has happened. Yes,
there’s a bit of this. But then, there’s also, once we read the poem, ‘oh!men’ as ‘Oh, men
are crap’, which is fair enough from a bride-to-be. And there’s a bit of this, too. And of
course there’s the homophonous, ‘Omen’, as in warning of something a bit poo about to
happen, which is again fine from a bride-to-be. And there’s a little bit of that, too. So, three
things, at least: a little bit of this, a little bit of that, a little bit of…er…the other! These
meanings hybridise in the title, and swirl around in our minds before we read the rest of the
poem…

The first line of the poem then begins in what appears to be Standard English, whatever the
accent. But then all of the rest of the poem slips into a scribal representation of the
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Caribbean accent that we would only hear in that first line if it were recited, not read from
the page – again, the Venning of the oral-and-the-scribal that we have seen in Mochama,
Sitawa and JKSWM, and that we’ll see even in what appears to be the from-the-page poetry
of Phyllis Muthoni. It is as if tired with the forced formality of speaking proper, the speaker
in the poem slips into something more comfortable. Perhaps this Venns with the discomfort
she feels at the formality of, say, a British-style wedding and the preparations for such a
thing; perhaps the verbal shift is an omen, a foretoken (to be, ahem, formal and literary) of
her desire to get all her wedding formalities over; perhaps it is an augury of her desire to slip
out of her wedding dress into something more comfortable, or not to slip into her formaland-fitting wedding dress at all. I don’t know: I’m making it up from the words on the
page… But there we are. I am reminded of the Fat Black Woman from Caribbean-British
Grace Nichol’s poetry collection of that title, who can’t stand the fact that clothes sizes in
British shops are so painfully tiny. Perhaps Ngwatilo and Nichols are making the same point
against patriarchy, shortening the distances between them. I can say this, can’t I?: surely
we read with our prior reading, just as we, as poets, write-and-recite with it.

Next, the speaker in ‘oh!men’ finds her own pun in ‘Wednesday’, just as we found puns in
Ngwatilo’s title. ‘Wednesday’ sounds like ‘Weddin Day’ to her; and it’s clear she’s not
happy, and indeed has never experienced such a bad ‘omen in all *her+ dreams’, her worst
nightmares. Now I’m asking myself: is she ‘promised’ to a man, or is she young and
unmarried and, perhaps, experiencing what many young women experience, the cultural
pressure to get married before you’re old? Now I’m adapting my reading. Does she hate
Wednesday just because of its sound, and what that sound carries as a ‘suggestion’?
Perhaps. Or is it because it’s precisely half-way through the week, a neither-this-nor-thatday, which leads me to digress… Neither this, nor that. Surely this is the psychological
dilemma that earlier generations of (East) African writers identified, and that Caribbeans
wrenched from place in Africa identified, and that some Caribbean diasporans identified
when they arrived in, say, Britain. Perhaps, if indeed she is, as I chose earlier to read, a
Caribbean-in-the-UK like, say, Nichols’ Fat Black Woman, she’s experiencing the
unheimlichkeit, the unhomeliness, of dislocation and diaspora, much as colonial Kenyans felt
this in what they considered to be the psychological pull-aparts of supposedly traditional66

African-ways and modernity’s-Western-ways? Certainly, early Caribbean poets in the UK
wrote precisely about this experience. Perhaps we’ll return to this, for to leave this hanging
is to suggest that Ngwatilo’s poetry endorses what I’ve earlier said Okot’s Song School
endorsed. But let’s plod on…

Now, this next section is fascinating, for it’s the first point at which we see Ngwatilo’s
speaker within this poem articulate the hybrid despite an apparent dislocation and
alienation. The seasons are invoked – specifically, winter – and the sun. Let’s consider stock
symbolism in, say, British literary history. In English (I have deliberately left that word,
‘British’, behind) poetry since its earliest oral days, ‘winter’ has symbolised death and all its
connotations. Death. Death. This is rooted in ancient paganisms, perhaps, the circle of life,
and the later spring that brings rebirth after the deathliness of winter. Fair enough. The
speaker in Ngwatilo’s poem seems to have adopted and accepted this English symbolism to
some degree, hybridising it with her existing Caribbean experiences; so, we learn that ‘in de
winter I say I be dead/soon as de sun disappear’. Winter makes her feel dead, just as the
wider natural environment seems dead; it may seem that she is a slave, then, to the British
seasons, and that they control her, but in fact she is clearly learning the art of fitting in. She
has worked out that, unlike the equator, that hypothetical line which runs beneath the
Caribbean and through Ngwatilo’s own Kenya, where the sun rises and falls precisely at 6
o’clock each day, in the UK the sun sets in summer at even 10pm, and earlier as winter digs
in: ‘Sometime that’s six o’clock,/sometime it mean four’. Her act of repetition and
explanation (a recited mini-monologue poem has an audience) is an act of both knowledge
and understanding, of a certain amount of acculturation (cultural transfer, or hybridisation.)

Then, she identifies with that sun, that ‘big roun ting’, which I read as a reference also to
herself, factoring-in, as I do, my memory of Nichols’ Fat Black Woman. The big round thing
becomes a metaphor: the sun is her, and she is the sun, hybridised into one. It is in this
image of the sun that I read her as acculturing and not assimilating, dissolving into a
Britishness – she manages to hybridise, and like the dub poets, keeps one hand shaking
Britain and the other, simultaneously, pushing it away. She, like Ngwatilo and the dubbers,
is apart and a part, simultaneously; so, not fully unitary and distinctly ‘diverse’ as Okot
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would remain, or in a state of schizophrenia. How do I read this sun image like this? Well,
again I’m helped by my prior reading of Nichols. In Nichols, the weather is vitally important.
In her ‘Hurricane Hits England’, she conceives of a Caribbean hurricane impossibly striking
the UK, making it blow along with it the history of Caribbean experiences, symbolically
sweeping an enriching otherness into England. Nichols’ device here, her hurricane,
simultaneously blows reassurance and warmth to the potentially dislocated immigrant,
making her feel ‘at home’, or Heimlich (we are told that ‘It took a hurricane, to bring her
closer’), and it symbolises how Britishness is modified and hybridised, enriched and altered
by the culture brought by immigrants. We might say that Nichols’ hurricane successfully
does for the culture of Britishness what Shelley’s politically radical West Wind from France
could have done, but ultimately failed to do, to early nineteenth-century British politics.
Acculturation, Nichols shows us, can be a two-way process. But the sun is also an important
image in Nichols’ verse, and as she writes in the Introduction to her 1996 collection, Sunris
*Sunrise+: ‘At a personal level the word Sunris resonates…and celebrates my own need for
the Sun *which+ keeps me going in England’. (Okay, I looked that one up again: and you
should know that I bought Sunris in a Kenyan bookshop; so there, this stuff ain’t
unobtainable.) Just as a hybridising Nichols personally identifies with the sun, so too
Ngwatilo’s speaker hybridises using the sun and the wider weather-and-seasons: a) she
identifies with the winter-as-death, the English stock symbol; b) she simultaneously
identifies with the sun, which is her, and which is a metaphor for the Caribbean part of her
self. She is hybrid.

Then that last line, in which we learn that during winter ‘I doh speak’, I don’t speak. Well,
come on: we may read ambiguity into this. On the one hand, as I’ll choose not to read it,
because I like this woman enough to make her feel secure, we could read this as meaning
that Ngwatilo’s woman is silenced and marginalised within the UK, say. And yet, again I’ll
factor in Grace Nichols and another of her famous poems – a short one, ‘Epilogue’:

I have crossed an ocean
I have lost my tongue
from the root of the old one
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a new one has sprung

It is clear from this quatrain that the loss of a tongue during dislocation is never the
complete and final story, for new ones appear – and tongues that bear the traces of the old
in that ‘root’, and never fully displace the ‘old’. So, hybridising. Nichols’ poem therefore
enables me to reread Ngwatilo’s final line, and either add one of my own (‘but I will speak
again’) or drop the ‘h’ from ‘doh’ (‘I do speak’.) Wow, it’s just crossed my tiny mind: I’ve
been performing a responsorial reading of Ngwatilo and Nichols, haven’t I; call-andresponse, and all that. And why not? I shall consider it an act of respect.

Back to that Caribbean accent that Ngwatilo employs in performance. We shall now name
it: it is, I suggest, Nation Language. Not a pidgin or a creole, but what the poet Edward
Kamua Brathwaite has called Nation Language – or, English as appropriated by Caribbean
speakers; or, what might look like English, but what ‘in its contours, its rhythm and timbre,
its sound explosions *…+ is not English, even thought the words, as you hear them, might be
English to a greater or lesser degree’. Even in the profusion of that ‘I’ in ‘oh!men’, which
seems to have a Rastafarian denial of the objective case ‘me’. A confident and fully hybrid
language that gives voice to those (Caribbeans) who have previously been denied voice by
purist proponents of a Standard English that devalues all other forms, dismissing them as
mere dialectic corruptions. Which Nation Language is related to that broader Caribbean
creolisation and the creole continuum that we briefly mentioned earlier; that cultural
phenomenon which used to be viewed by earlier generations in the Caribbean as only
painful, but which today is increasingly not only accepted but even celebrated as a core
identity characteristic of Caribbean-ness. A secure hybridity, a Heimlich hybridity of the sort
we have enabled Ngwatilo’s speaker to live. Let’s end this paragraph with an interesting
comment by the excellent Antillean writer, Edouard Glissant, who wrote both during and
after colonialism, and who came to have no sympathy for the Okottians of this world:

[We are] not saturated with a single History but effervescent with intermingled
histories, spread around, rushing to fuse without destroying or reducing each other
*…+ We are finished with the fight against exile. Our task today is reintegration…
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The new Vennyan Poets admire this comment from Glissant. And Ngwatilo’s speaker lives
it, as we can, enabling us to learn from the Caribbean experience of creolisation and the
exportation of creolisation around the globe in, amongst other things, the ‘British’
performance poetry of the Agards and the Nichols and the like, who we’ve listed earlier, and
who Ngwatilo brings here, home, and there, home, homely everywhere, and hybrid, Venned
across the world and giving the lie to ‘authenticity’. Good job, and – on a personal level – a
big thumbs-up from this British immigrant to Kenya, who brings his lived enthusiasm for the
Caribbean-British Performance Poets with him, and who lives hybridity as we all can and, as
our recent PEV amongst other things warns us, we all possibly should. We may, yes, read
Ngwatilo’s poem as an omen, otherwise in 2012, come our next election, we might end up
uselessly crying Oh men, Oh men, O god, O god, when, frankly, she told us so.

Certainly, one thing we can say is: at the first reading, it seemed like we were meeting a
woman who: a) didn’t want to get married and succumb to the expectations of a wider
patriarchal society; b) felt culturally alienated due to crossing what appeared to be
incompatible cultures. However, we have been able to participate in her rescue – I don’t
mean that we’re like William Gladstone, that High Imperialist Prime Minister of Britain and
Victoria’s favourite, who (ahem, ahem) ‘rescued fallen women’, or like some Western NGO
that swans in to patronisingly ‘rescue’ contemporary African women by starting projects
such as ‘Adopt a Clitoris’ (remember that: it got my Kenyan feminist friends rightly miffed
off!?) Rather, I mean that our reading strategy has enabled us to work in solidarity with
Ngwatilo’s language and the woman speaker within her poem, not giving her a voice in the
way that foreign aid gives fly-by-night hand-outs of horse-maize during famine, but rather
showing her how she always had a voice, had agency… And, with her, we have altered and
celebrated her new wedding: she is now not an appendage to some chap, but instead has
married, within her self, two seemingly distinct cultures into a confident and hybrid one,
giving a big middle-finger back at both patriarchy and those who might profess purities of
culture that would otherwise marginalise her.

Hey: I’m tired.
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The New Vennyan Poets at a Glance: 4. Phyllis Muthoni

‘Chronicle’

‘Dying’ costs ten shillings –
a shirt, that is.
Next door they sell ‘fly’ chicken and chips.
A few months ago-hardware.

In the ancestry of this business premises
made from a cornucopia of material:
carton boxes, bits of corrugated iron and
old tin cans and plastic;
all as colourful and varied.

Perhaps there once stood here a thriving green tree.
Has the soil underneath kept a chronicle
of all that this spot has been, seen and heard?

Here is the poem: it is the Alpha and the Omega of Venning. Appearing to be a mere twelve
lines long, ‘Chronicle’ is, as we shall see, the infinitely-dense synergistic singularity from
which the universe of poetry emerged during the linguistic Big Bang, and it is the singularity
we shall return to at the end, when that universe contracts back into a tiny and wondrous
complexity.

So, let’s plod on…

Place is not as straightforward a concept as we might think. When I emigrated from the UK
to Kenya, I was moving in space, yes, from one country to another, but also from one
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specific part of one country that had acquired great meaning to me, the Cambridgeshire
Fens, to a specific part of Kenya: the Lukenya section of the Athi-Kapiti Plains, near
Machakos, which has since acquired equally potent and complex meanings for me now and
in relation to my historical self. That Lukenya Hill beneath which I live is not just soil and
rock, but has had many complex, fascinating, painful and criminal connotations throughout
history, and has many different connotations and uses today. This was once the place
where three loose, occasionally warring and occasionally intermarrying (willingly or forced)
and inter-trading communities met: the Kamba, the Kikuyu-Embu-Meru cluster and the
Maasai. There are suggestions that it was used as a look-out post by the Kamba, who were
here at the limits of their nineteenth-century range. There are conflicting explanations
about the etymology of the name: a fun, pop version I have been told is that here is where
the White Settlers climbed from Machakos, and looked out across to Nairobi and the Ngong
Hills, saying to each other ‘Look, Kenya’. This is a place where, during pre-colonial times,
ithembo (shrines) lined the hillside, where huge fig trees, with all those trees’ religious
connotations, grow directly into the huge rocks. This is the place mapped by the colonialists
as ‘Lukenya’ and surveyed by the Land Board. This is the place in the whole of the continent
that has, an official rock art organisation tells us, the highest concentration of rock art in the
whole of Africa. Some of this art, none of which is on the grand scale of some other
examples in the continent, being instead hand-swirls and the like, is considered ‘original’;
other examples are thought to be more recent, and rumours abound that neighbours of the
former settler who owned the hill faked swirls-and-daubs. This is the hill that has acted as
the location for various films, notably Indiana Jones and Elephant Boy. This is the hill that
has a fixed title deed of the sort imposed upon the land during colonial times, and which has
passed from a soldier-settler to, at independence, a Kamba chap, but one of a certain
generation and education, who’s an avowed nationalist, not an ethnicist at all. This is the
hill that has some rare and valued species of flora and fauna. This is the hill that has
historically been used by settlers for rock climbing, and which has one rock-face that is still
owned by the Mountain Club of Kenya, but ‘cared for’ by the present owner of the rest of
the land. This is the hill from which you can view the ‘National’ mountain on the one side,
and Tanzania’s ‘National’ mountain on the other, just across the border. This is the rural hill
from which you can see the wider Metropolis of Nairobi as it speeds toward us. This is the
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hill that has vast amounts of wildlife during the dry season. This is the hill on the cattle-andgoat ranch. This is the hill that has Kenyan system and British system schools beneath it, but
also a huge American Protestant University. This is the hill that had, at its slope, the
notorious Athi River Detention Centre during the ‘Emergency’, in which predominantly
Gikuyu prisoners were vilely held by settlers and colonialists, and which experienced one of
the most daring raids from the Kenya Land and Freedom Army. This is the hill on which
herdsmen, teachers and others are employed as part of a wider ‘private business’, the
meaning of the cows on the hill being very different now (during capitalism) to what they
were earlier, when they were tokens of cultural prestige and the like. It is the hill where
various people have been born, lived, married, and were buried.

Lukenya Hill is extraordinarily complex, and the list above only scratches the surface of its
complexity: but it is only one very small hill in Kenya, one very small cluster of acres. Place
is more than the sum of its mud: it has meanings, now and then, to different people in
different ways. Place is as textually rich as a poem, and has hybrid meanings: not just the
bland monetary-value meaning that capitalism would extract from its enclosed plots; nor
only the ‘this is my unitary group’s ancestral land’ meaning that nativist philosophy would
impose upon it. Land echoes, always, with the heteroglossic voices of those who were
there, and those who now occupy, view or debate it. These meanings and uses, from
history and from the present day, form a choir, and not always an harmonious choir: the
voices of the prisoners and the voices of the settlers and the voices of the rock-artists sing
differently. Place yokes together time and space, history and location, and foregrounds the
power of language, of textuality, over our competing interpretations of rocks-and-stonesand-trees. With this map, I thee annex; with this deed, I thee own; with this… Language can
shape-and-utter space into place: take my neighbouring town of Machakos, which at one
point during colonial history looked destined to become this new country’s capital. The
name Machakos, although sounding ‘indigenous’ hides many colonial power moves: the
Kamba were never a unified group, but rather fissiparous in ‘structure’, and yet the British
Empire tended to divide-and-rule via a network of British colonial officers and pacified
‘chiefs’. Whether through misrecognition or deliberate construction (the latter probably
being the case), the British identified one local leader, Masaku, elevating him above his
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station and reinventing the traditions of the Kamba as, not fissiparous, but hierarchical and
unified around and beneath a chosen chief. The town was then given the name Machakos
as a forced misrepresentation of Masaku, which the local population were obliged to
internalise as a new-and-true part of their culture; Chief ‘Machakos’, the metonymic
representation of the Kamba, and the district town from which the chief, who was the town,
emanated power – itself a ploy and a colonially-instigated delusion, for power of course
always resided primarily with the colonists, who held the weapons and the law books in that
town. In that name of that town, Machakos, which might have become Kenya’s capital,
echoes the history of colonial manipulation and polity formation. Place, then, is always a
palimpsest, a page on which different texts have been written: sometimes the older texts,
the older uses, seem to have been erased, but they are always there, traceable, echoing.

Phyllis Muthoni’s poem, ‘Chronicle’, is aware of the history of place, and is unwilling to take
the here-and-now at face value. Stand back from this poem, and observe its form, its
structure: from the first line, where we are presented with the now, with the present uses
of this patch of land, as the site of a shop; to the last lines, where we encounter what used
to be there, ‘a thriving green tree’; to ‘the soil underneath’. What we get in these three
sections is the sedimentation of time and materiality: this poem hybridises time-and-space,
and we may opt to read it as a concrete poem, as a poem the typography of which enacts
the sedimentation that it identifies – as a subtle ideogram, the fusion of the word-as-seme
and word-as-brick. Cut a cross-section through history and location, and ‘Chronicle’ is the
poem that you will see exposed. A chronicle: a long, rolling parchment recording time – a
synthesis of position-and-period. ‘Chronicle’, then, betrays the aesthesis of
complementarity, or what, when we discussed these things as separate, we used to call the
fusion of form and content.

We begin, as sedimentation does, at the base. At the end of Muthoni’s poem, we find ‘the
soil’, which is personified as a scribe capable of keeping a ‘chronicle’. Personification or
prosopopoeia is a trope that does the impossible, acting as a special category of metaphor:
the soil is a scribe, suggests Muthoni. This is a trope with a powerful force in formerly
colonised Kenya. ‘Soil’ in much Kenyan literature has all the connotations of sons-of-the-soil
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and homeland that it does in many other cultures, and formed the major basis of obvious
struggle during the late-colonial period. The vast range of the soil’s meanings are beyond
the range of this essay, but, just for a taster: historians such as John Lonsdale have written
eloquently about the internal struggles over ‘soil’ within pre-colonial and colonial Gikuyu
polity, drawing attention to the disunity of ‘tribe’; the importance of the land, the soil, is
obvious in the official name of the Mau Mau, the Kenya Land and Freedom Army; the novels
of Ngugi are full of the soil – when we read Ngugi, we feel that we are reading earth. The
land and the soil still has complex and varied meanings for different groups in Kenya:
pastoralists, agriculturalists, property developers, and so on and so on. And yet the most
powerful evocation of the soil in post-independence Kenya is that national icon, that
emblem, the flag, which features the black band, the red band and, at its base, the green
band. Black for the people; red for the blood we have shed; green for the land. Muthoni’s
short poem, with its three verse paragraphs, is a revisioned flag, flapping with multiple
meanings, nuancing (never undermining) the official national flag, Kenya’s national emblem.
Emblems, wrote Bacon, ‘reduceth conceits intellectual to images sensible’, meaning that
they simplify complexities into visual fixities or things-grasped-at-a-glance; ‘Chronicle’,
however, asks us to face those complexities head on.

The Kenyan flag’s three bands overlay each other like reinforcing signifiers: only ‘blacks’ are
Kenyans, right down to that final green band, which is the land, the soil, that belongs to
these ‘blacks’. Of course, Kenya’s land policy is not naively Negritudist (we know that flags,
like rhetoric, can sanitise realities), nor is it the overt racism that Zimbabwe’s land policy
either was under that Apartheid system Idiot Smith attempted or Mugabe seems to be
directing the country toward; and yet, these are its implications. That, nationally, land in
Kenya belongs to Kenyans (who, as a qualifier, are ‘black’.) This is the national(ist) ideology,
repeated unofficially on the level of individual ‘nations’ (Ngugi’s once empowering but now
dangerously catachrestic term for ‘unitary ethnic groups’, or tribes), many of which claim
their right to traditional ancestral land. Of course, this is all part of the nativist fixing from
the colonial period (the interaction of cartography, ethnology and capitalist-settler landtheft) that we have alluded to previously, with the addition of place: we could say that we
can read, your name, your tribe, your location. These names and tribes were things herded
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by the settlers into reserves and/or concentration camps; things herded by postindependence nativists into known and bordered realms, as isolated and distinct as those
ridiculous smiling women on the Sudan Tourist Map. Yesterday, this piece of land was Ours,
the Settlers, because we have the strength to evict you; today, it is Ours, the Kalenjins’/the
Gikuyus’, because despite previous migrations across it we were here the moment the
Settlers kicked us off it, and we have the weapons today. We live in a Kenya where
foreigners are internal, and in which the neighbour across the often imaginary border is able
to be viewed as an enemy (name-tribe-place.)

Muthoni’s soil is personified. This prosopopoeia, with soil-as-scribe, throws us from the
level of the ‘land’ in our flag to the level of the individual person. This is the fascinating turn
in the poem: land-as-person, the two identified and synonymised. The post-structuralist
psychoanalyst, Jacques Lacan, considered the person, the human being, to be ‘an organismin-culture’. We are each, to the touch, organic beings, and yet we are who we are – we
become subjects – by the action upon us of (and various theorists put it differently, but
broadly agree) ideology/discourse/power/language. That is, we are encultured or hailed as
subjects the very moment we enter the world, until the day we die. We internalise our
cultures as we live and read and act and are acted upon by institutions, by others, by texts.
We are written as subjects, subjected by language. Muthoni’s trope forces us to see that
‘the soil underneath’ is nothing different to Lacan’s person underneath: she enables us to
read the soil as ‘an organism-in-culture’, as something subjected to the multiple meanings
our discursive practices (our map-making, deed-writing, novel-penning, anthropography)
write upon it – and successively write upon it, making a palimpsest. We might say that
poststructuralist theory provides us with a philosophical basis in support of the politically
just, ‘commonsense’ claim that we all assent to, that Africa was never terra nullius
(unowned land, meaningless land), despite the early explorers’ and settlers’ hubristic belief
that they had ‘discovered’ empty spaces upon which their capitalist-colonising project could
be overlaid. We might also say that this poststructuralist theorising enables us to give a
philosophical basis to arguments against the colonialists’ racist project of ‘civilising the
*natural+ natives’, for I suggest that the concept of the palimpsest points to Derrida’s
‘conclusion’ that despite our beliefs that nature is always prior to civilisation/culture,
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civilisation/culture has always been implicated in nature, if only because nature, Muthoni’s
‘soil’, has always been named by someone. Poststructuralism enables us to ridicule some of
the rigidly violent and mutually-reinforcing binaries proposed by the colonialist, such as
empty-land:deeded-land or natural:civilised/cultured, but also recognises the futility of fulldecolonising projects such as the recuperation of some authentic, pre-colonial and nativist
Eden – in this way, a hybridising poststructuralism might liberate us from the ‘disillusions’ of
our first-generation independence writers, while at the same time enabling us to
productively parody and ridicule all forms of right-wing colonialist truisms.

But poststructuralist versions of the subject are fascinating, because a subject is not just
subjected, but, being the channel for a subjecting language, is also capable of signifying, of
subjecting. Muthoni’s prosopopoeial hybridising of land-and-person, individual-subject-andplace-as-subject, provides us with this epiphany: the-multiply-signifying-place-as-subject
shapes us as much as we shape it. The conclusion that we then reach is that any ‘chronicle’
that the soil might write could never (because of the multiple human habitation and uses,
past and present) be univocal or monological or, for that matter, unilinear. The history of
this land has always been contested and debated, and like history itself can not be
segmented into distinct epochs any more than space can only be separated into distinct
plots (a European Enlightenment-Capitalist project) or people, overlaying these, into distinct
groups. History and culture comes to seem more diverse, more like, for just one version,
Williams’ view of residual, dominant and emergent cultures overlaid with Bhabha’s version
of the hybridity of cultural differences. Any ‘chronicle’ written by the ‘soil’ – a writing that
draws attention to the place of texts in all of this – would have to be, like Muthoni’s poem, a
complex Venn.

Muthoni phrases here thought, as did Sitawa and JKSWM, in the form of a question: ‘Has
the soil underneath kept a chronicle/of all that this spot has been, seen and heard?’ Again,
the fixe answer will not be provided, for Muthoni is not of that generation of Kenyan writers
who seek to didactically impose readings upon the reader. Rather, which is fitting for a
society that has thrown off traditional single-partyism in politics, she poses us a question,
which we may answer variously, and which forces us beyond the space within the poem and
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beyond the space of the poem itself, and into the wider place of the palimpsest, from which
we may debate the meaning of place. Instead of ramming a signboard into her unnamed
place, which would be a denotative act and simply another moment in the fixing of place,
Muthoni’s question reopens that space to contestation: she is asking us, What is the
meaning of the soil, and what is place in this Kenya?

The concept of the palimpsest enables us to appreciate why there is an ‘ancestry of this
business premises’; that is, how it has a complex past that its present capitalistic use can not
fully suppress. Consequently, we can infer that capitalism is neither irresistible nor ‘natural’
– it is not the eternal, but rather just one moment in the history of our presently capitalist
Kenya. By pointing to history, ‘Chronicle’ points to the possibility of cultural and sociopolitical change, to the alternative future because of our alternative pasts. The rapidity with
which these ‘business premises’ have changed from being a hardware shop to being, today,
a tailors, to being, tomorrow, whatever else it may be, points to the ephemerality of
capitalism’s particular incarnations, to the possibility of us throwing off the injustices of that
political system and halting its ability to adapt as much as me might throw off that ‘shirt’
from line two. In this regard, those ‘”fly” chicken and chips’ of line three become important
and polysemic, just as punning is central to the poetry of Mochama. ‘Fly’ can now have the
resonance, ‘fly-by-night’ – a passing (neo-colonial) capitalism, which can move on like the
formal period of colonialism that ushered it in. We might also read it as a phrase that
undermines the certainties of right-wing politics – conservatism has always suggested, as
Britain’s Margaret Thatcher once put it, that ‘There Is No Alternative’ (her ‘TINA’.) Or
perhaps it is the ‘fly’ that lays the eggs that hatch as maggots, those advertising signboards,
for wasn’t it Marx himself who referred to adverts as ‘the maggots of capitalism, eating
away at society’? Or is that chicken ‘fly’ in the American slang-sense of stylish and hot, or in
the sense that I am possibly ‘pretty fly for a white guy’; so, is it hot chicken, a hot chick, a
string of associations that reveals the sexism implicit in Kenya’s patriarchal business
practices? I don’t know. But what I do think I know, is that the surrealism of the image we
can construct from Muthoni’s phrase reminds us how imagination can, in fact, envisage
alternatives: that surreal chicken, flying, especially when it’s already cooked, is liberatingly
ridiculous – she has performed a ridiculous miracle with language, reminding us that when
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we are told that change from the presently ‘natural system of capitalism’ is as impossible as
pigs flying, we can point to a poet who has done something more wonderful, who has made
cooked chicken fly!

But that word, ‘fly’, does even more: for a Kenyan aware of stereotypes and who has
experienced conversations in English, that word contains ‘The Shrub’. Shrubbing is a specific
form of mispronunciation, in which the ‘R’ sound of particular words are, by some
communities, uttered as ‘L’ sounds. Clearly, ‘fly’ here can be read as meaning ‘fry’. This
single signifier does much work. I have similarly seen a signboard outside a ‘Saloon’ (read,
‘Salon’, if you will) in another of my nearby towns, Athi River, that read ‘Browdrying done
here’. This is a reminder of something that we’ve hinted at with regard to other poems,
that the oral and the scribal are hybridised: which came first, the ‘fly’ on the signboard, or
the spoken ‘fly’; or is the ‘fly’ not on a signboard, but spoken to the person in the poem by
the shopkeeper, and then written down by the poet? Or? There is an aporia here: we can
not resolve the question, and must conclude that this poem, which seems traditionally
scribal when compared to so many others from the new Vennyan Poets, in fact contains no
less evidence of orality than theirs – indeed, its orality is far more fascinatingly complex and
polyvalent. So, what can we get from this shrubbed ‘chicken and chips’ – except for, on the
one hand, relief from hunger, which many couldn’t afford (a reminder of how capitalism
benefits the few) or, on the other, a heart attack? We could go beyond the text and say
that: the ‘chicken and chips’ from this business feed capitalism, but that heart disease
causes death (that ‘dying’ of line one), indicating that Marx was correct to perceive that
Capitalism contains the seeds of its own downfall – or would that now be going too far? But
that’s my point: go as far as you want with a poem. Go as far as you can. Perhaps that
‘fly/fry’ shrub is itself a shallow palimpsest, a reminder that the introduction of a new
language into a society can never see that language perfectly reproduced in its Standard
Form (or maybe it even points to how Standard Forms of languages are themselves
mythical), that it will always be open to misquotation or direct appropriation – that, even
when we seem to mimic, we do so, as Bhabha suggests, imperfectly, giving space for
something new and not simply copied from (in this case of English) the former coloniser;
that this something new and different will always be potentially mischievous and dangerous,
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capable of challenging the power it mimics; that, for instance, Kenya could in its local way
undermine the global capitalism that is associated with the Standard English of the
coloniser? Or are we again going too far, reading this poem as if it contained a powerful
sub-text, that there is hope for something other than man-eat-man capitalism in Kenya?

Possibly, possibly. But this is precisely where poetry has always been more exciting to me
than fictional prose, than the novel or the short story: it can be more radical, with less, or
because it has less. I am not about to tell you, in this single-paragraph digression, what
poetry is: better people than me have attempted this, and failed, in whole formal theses.
Or, to almost shrub, thorny faeces! But I would like to hint at my belief that the very brevity
of a poem can increase its polysemy, its heteroglossia. That precisely because it can not
articulate a fully coherent argument, the signifiers in a short poem must do more work, and
can be made to play more than in, say, a loooong text. A novel, especially of the realist
school, feigns verisimilitude, and makes claims for the ‘mimetic nature’ of language. It was
fun for a while to see language-based literary theories expose the pretentions of such prose
works, identifying how they never could fully and impartially describe-and-narrate the
world. And yet, poetry was never so dull that it claimed ‘truth’ in that bland sense, of
revealing the world as it really is. What poet who has used that difficult word, ‘Truth’, has
ever really meant it only in that very lazy and unimaginative way? Poetry has always known
that it lies, and has at times suffered because of this. Or, the flip-side of the same coin, that
language is so powerful that it can construct new truths, and truths so different from the
norm that they seem unacceptable, radical, even dangerous. Ah, but that’s the fun of short,
figuratively-dense poetry, as opposed to that type of writing which decides that it’s prose: it
is a condensed form of danger (Empson: poetry’s ‘ambiguity is a phenomenon of
compression’), it is a playing with language at the extremes of the possible, it is hinting in
thrilling ways at worlds different to the one we presently believe we inhabit, and which we
are told are inevitable. Poetry can blow a raspberry at capitalism for longer and with more
effect than (realist) prose. Yes, all literary forms, all language, is figurative, and yet that
genre which we tend to agree to call poetry (which might only differ from prose, as I
believe, because of the condensation of its figurativeness), invites us to read it as other than
it appears, against the grain, radically. Read a poem at face value, and although you may
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appear to be flattering the poet, you are doing us all a grave injustice. Are we mirrors, or
are we readers? Do we just decode a meaning that is already, tediously, within the poem,
or do we bring our own world to communicate with and contest the poem? We must go
even further than Empson, who believed that (metaphoric) ambiguity, poetry’s core feature,
could be resolved within the autotelic poem, for, no: 1) poetry does have clear contexts
beyond it; 2) poetry’s complex meanings may play eternally, unless we opt to halt the play
of signifiers at any moment, stepping off the carousel. Let me invoke the great spirit of
Oprah: go further, and Get out of your comfort zone! Here endeth the lesson.

But, to briefly continue it: I think that ‘Chronicle’ engages in this very debate about what
poetry is. That is, I think that we may perform a metapoetic reading or (if you prefer more
passive and receptive phrasing) may read it as a self-reflexive metapoem, a poem about
poetry, and one that grounds poetry in the world, specifically in Kenya. Earlier, we
considered how this is perhaps an ideogram, a concrete poem, one in which the visible
shape is the palimpsestical cross-section of the place it refers to. How it is hybrid in that
fashion, sense and shape. A part of that wider structure of segmentation is the existing
‘business premises’, a structure mentioned within the poem that is constructed in the same
way that the poem itself is constructed. This brings into play the issue of building, of work.
Buildings are of course materially structured, and Muthoni’s is composed of a ‘cornucopia of
material’: ‘carton boxes, bits of corrugated iron and/old tin cans and plastic’. The items
listed hint that this is what some cultures would call a shanty-shop, or what we might call a
‘slum business’, or at least a Heath Robinson stall at a Kenyan market: for example, at Athi
River, where the market women have inexplicably been camped outside the official and
incomplete town market for years now, while it invisibly ‘upgrades’, selling from the mud. A
cornucopia suggests ‘abundance’, but specifically makes us think of those Greek goat-hornsof-plenty, which fed Zeus and overflowed, as do many of our market stalls, with fruits,
vegetables, and flowers, classically symbolising plenty or prosperity. This word again reveals
itself as fascinatingly ambiguous (ambiguity being the hybridity of linguistic connotations),
adding irony and even satire to the poem, for whereas, yes, in a Kenyan context we can see
the visible plentifulness of produce on, say, a market stall, giving a sense of ‘truth’ to one
connotation of ‘cornucopia’, we would within that same Kenyan context have to admit that
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this is rarely an indication of ‘prosperity’, which is another classical connotation of
‘cornucopia’. The poem more widely suggests this, presenting us as it does with a
surrounding history of failed businesses and a present of shanty-structures. If anyone is
prospering here, if any god is being fed, it is not Zeus, but Capitalistic Mammon, who
becomes fat on the flesh of the poor. But it is also a ‘cornucopia of material’ – the shantyshop is constructed, we are told, of material, of matter, of a range of bits-and-bobs of found
objects, those ‘carton boxes, bits of corrugated iron and/old tin cans and plastic’.

What can be said about this?

What can be said is that this is a bricolage structure, built by a bricoleur. This is where we
introduce Monsieur Claude Levi-Strauss, who never made a pair of mass-produced jeans in
his life, but who was, rather, a structuralist anthropologist. Now, we’re not going to accept
Levi-Strauss hook, line and sinker, for we’re not structuralists, nor do we agree with much of
the possible racism of his anthropology; but we will borrow from him so as to cobble
together an argument. Levi-Strauss proposed that ‘primitive man’ (who he!?), as opposed
to ‘modern man’ (or the engineer), worked not in complex factories and the like with
specialised tools and materials, but as a bricoleur (an odd-job-man?), who constructed
bricolage from cobbled-together or found materials. [Now, forget that primitivism bit: he
was a nob-of-his-time, and we’ve already hinted at how poststructuralism (which we like,
because it’s fun and occasionally responsible) disallows accusations of primitivism amongst
the living.] Later postructuralists have adapted Levi-Strauss’s model to suggest that all texts
(including poems, of course) are examples of bricolage, written by a poet who we might as
well call a bricoleur. But let’s not give all the credit to people with fancy titles such as
structuralists and poststructuralists: Marxist literary critics, notably Pierre Macherey, have
been saying the same thing for bloody decades, reminding us that works of art are in fact
literary productions rooted in the world and cobbled together from the ‘raw materials’
(Macherey’s terminology) of: a) ideologically or discursively-informed historical experience;
b) the texts of previous writers, which are incorporated intertextually into the ‘new’ poem.
We have already hinted at how many of the New Vennyan Poets are knowingly and
unknowingly intertextual, working into their poems the previous writings of others, from
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Ngugi to genge; we might go so far as to call the incorporation of orality into a written poem
(or the hybridising of the two) is an intertextual act; or the use of Sheng and other languages
in the New Vennyan poems; and so on. Muthoni’s poem, ‘Chronicle’, is equally a work of
bricolage, and a complex and fascinating example, built up from Kenyan-context materials
as surely as the shanty-structure within the poem is a piece of bricolage. We shall return to
this.

The best long work that reads Kenyan cultural productions as bricolage is Ogude’s and
Nyairo’s (eds) essay collection, Urban Legends, Colonial Myths: Popular Culture and
Literature in East Africa, specifically in Joyce Nyairo’s academic essay, ‘”Modify”: Jua Kali as
a Metaphor for Africa’s Urban Ethnicities and Cultures’, which is a fascinating jump across
the world of ‘high’ and ‘low’ cultural productions in Kenya, including ‘literature’. The Jua
Kali sector of the Kenyan economy is of course the so-called informal sector of street
artisans, whose premises are often very similar in appearance to those described in
Muthoni’s poem. Nyairo’s brilliantly fresh essay evinces from me a million nods of
agreement. Ultimately, grounding her examples within the specifics of Kenya, Nyairo
argues, as the postructuralists and Comrade Macherey have, that, well (and I simplify),
Kenyan literary and other cultural productions borrow heavily from different languages,
from high and low forms and from foreign and local customs, and so are works of bricolage
– like any Jua Kali product. As a nod-worthy aside, she takes this as an opportunity to
criticise old notions of ‘cultural purity’ and ‘authenticity’, such as those (I suggest) that
we’ve here identified in Okot. She calls it an ‘antiquated gospel’ (although, we’ve
considered its worth, in context) and pokes a little fun at those ‘cultural gurus’ (probably,
our gatekeepers) who still proselytise using this old chapter-and-verse. I like Joyce Nyairo,
and I love her essay.

However, I’d like to take her essay just a little bit further, for there are two piffling and (I
think) related concerns that I have with her excellent conclusion. The first runs throughout
her essay, and stems from the fact that although Nyairo’s essay titles suggests that she is
going to propose ‘Jua Kali as a Metaphor’ for cultural production in Kenya (Jua Kali being a
Kenyan alternative for bricolage), she in fact leaves it as a simile, and in fact employs the
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simile formation in her fine conclusion: ‘Like the Jua Kali artisan…, local cultural practices’
(my emphasis.) I’m a nice guy, and I like similes, but they are not metaphors and so are not
hybrid in the manner I’m interested in here: a simile is a metaphor that has suffered coitus
interruptus. A simile is a mere comparison: ‘A poem is like a Jua Kali product, isn’t it? A
metaphor is, as we have suggested, full identification. Nyairo’s is not a metaphor.

I will choose, rather, to ‘modify’ her conclusion: a poem is a Jua Kali product, and the new
Vennyan Poems are Jua Kali literary productions. Muthoni’s concrete ‘Chronicle’ is a
physical object, composed of ideology/discourse that materialises in her as bricoleur and in
her verse, and which has informed her as a writer through the material institutions of school
and government offices and the like as surely as the Jua Kali bricoleur has been informed
(and sometimes failed) in this same Kenyan space by these same institutions. A poet is not
just like a Jua Kali artisan, but is a Jua Kali artisan; they are each bricoleurs who are capable
of a solidarity. This conclusion, which I believe completes Nyairo’s (I don’t arrogantly mean
that it’s better, but just that I’ve acted as a bricoleur myself, cobbling together
poststructuralist Nyairo and some Marxist literary theory), implies many other important
things that challenge (some) traditional (Kenyan and wider) ways of considering art: the
artist really can not be thought of as ‘A Man Apart and Above’ others’, or her product a
work of genius that is insulated from the world as ‘Art’ with a capital ‘A’, created
mysteriously and ex nihilo as God (some people tell us) created the world. Mystery
disappears: the poet is now a jobber, grounded in the world, and working on her poem as a
market-woman might work to build her stall. Muthoni’s ‘premises’ in the poem are the
same as her poem: there can be no snobbery in poetry – just as Seamus Heaney wanted his
pen to be his father’s spade (‘This pen is my spade: I’ll dig with it’), so too the poet’s pen can
be a hammer, hybridising, forming a unity between the worker as traditionally conceived
and the literary producer, who can not escape the contexts (such as capitalism) s/he
inhabits. Because Muthoni is (with the Jua Kali artisan and the businessperson in
‘Chronicle’), a poem is rooted in time and place while simultaneously (because of hybridity)
being informed by the palimpsestical history of that place. Production, production,
production… ‘Creation’ is such a dead word, and I, for one, have no desire to become a god,
feeding myself on the arrogance of my inexhaustible genius while, as ‘Chronicle’ implies,
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others very physically starve. Uh-h, you’re thinking of someone else, and not the Vennyan
Poets, who are aware of their craft and its groundedness.

Which point brings us to another consideration: although I believe that most of the new
Vennyan Poems feature some criticism of the excesses of Kenyan capitalism (as well as an
economically-occasioned-and-masking political tribalism), and though (being a Socialist) I
would personally prod my own readings of these poems in that same direction, we should
remember that they have been written in a rampantly capitalist country, and even in their
criticisms might inevitably have been informed (indoctrinated?) by the prevailing hegemony.
Which is where, I believe, the reader comes in: we can rescue (is this too biased a word?) or
refunction (as Brecht and Benjamin put it) or recirculate and re-energise (as my favourite
Cultural Materialist critics put it) these poems, jousting with them and enabling them to
signify as we allow, directing them hither rather than thither! Which, again, is just another
aside, to remind you, reader, how vital you are in the process!

Which contemporary Leftiness brings me to a second little quibble I have with Nyairo’s
excellent conclusion, which is also a praise for what I consider to be her wilfulness. It’s one
I’ll only passingly mention, for the ‘is it subversive or isn’t it?’ debate can be better studied
elsewhere. And yet: Nyairo concludes that because the Jua Kali artisan works ‘on the
margins of the structured economy’, his is ‘a culture of transgression’. This worries me, for
if poetry is Jua Kali, Nyairo’s comment touches upon both my chosen craft (the poet) and
the lives of other workers (the artisans, with whom I am in hybridised solidarity.) Ladies and
Gentlemen, you know my lefty politics, so I wish it were ‘transgressive’. This is not Nyairo’s
error, but the error of a certain type of flippant postie theorising of what we might call the
posh-boy school, which uselessly reads subversion into the smallest nothings, hoping that it
will itself seem radical by doing nothing more than sitting on the couch, keeping its hands
clean while watching TV, while others go out and perform messier and more risky forms of
genuine subversiveness. To my mind, this theorising has much in common with the
ridiculous, haphazard and caricatural anarchist of the 1970s. This zealous rich-boy anarchist
read conspiracy into everything, and thought that both his post-Champagne Sunday
morning headache and the aspirin and the paracetamol that might alleviate it were the
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wickednesses of the ‘Fascist’ State, man – and he believed that his refusal to take those
paracetamol was a triumphant act of radicalism that would see evil institutions fall like
dominoes. Friends, this chap was a fool; he probably still has a headache; certainly, the
wider political oppressions that people suffer remain; possibly, he now has a job as a
business lawyer, and wouldn’t give you the time of day if he met you on the street. The fart
in the Ethiopian proverb that I use in the epigraph to this essay probably does contain the
smelly seeds of subversiveness, for it is the righteous and cunning fart of the peasant
masses against the feudal lord, and passes (wind) as an infrapolitical act. But let’s not
overcook the ugali or overegg the pudding. So, some caution…

For me, a productive leftiness can not simply wish a Utopia upon the present state of affairs,
reading all forms of marginal existence as pleasurable or subversive. Frankly, if I saw some
bloke in a Mercedes pull up alongside a ‘streetboy’ hiding from the City Council on Kenyatta
Avenue, to tell her ‘How wonderfully subversive and fantastic your life is’, I’d think that he
was wrong, hypocritical, unpleasant and a host of other, stronger words that are, as the
academics write, ‘beyond the scope of this essay’! I might even be spurred to action. I am
one of those lefties who’s very ambivalent about ‘marginality’ – I suspect the margins are
outside Paradise! This is not to suggest that the mainstream in Kenya is a paradisiacal place
– much to the contrary: I believe that the mainstream of a capitalist society is still a deeply
unpleasant locale for the vast majority, which is why I have a generally Socialistic
conscience, believing that in a contemporary Socialist society the mainstream would be a
stream as broad as all of us, with fewer margins where the disenfranchised go to live
ignored, and die. There are some poets from an earlier generation in Kenya whose poetry
hints at how Socialism is a very broad church in which a variety of narratives can thrive, and
who do not sink fully into a Vulgar Marxism; for example, Micere Mugo, whose liberationist
Socialist poetry gives equal space to what she considers to be related issues of African
Feminism(s), different sexualities, environmentalism, and so on. I have no problem with the
idea of mainstream society, if it’s the right society. But margins are gut-gurglingly awful
places to be, most of the time.
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Nor, I believe, are (marginalised) subcultures particularly radically subversive: I’m a Goth,
you’re a Rock Chick, I’m into Euro-techno, you’re into Crunk; I’m a Wino, you’re a Tramp, I’m
a Hobo… YAAAAWN. Nor are many stated forms of ‘subversion’ really much challenge to
the State that can contain them: for instance, the quiet rally, with permission sought from
the police and the shopping centre management, within the confines of the Yaya Centre, in
which a few SUV-driving gits hand out fliers suggesting that ‘housegirls’ get a raise of five
shillings a month. A challenge to the State? I think not. To be marginal is not in itself to be
transgressive. And to be a member of the Jua Kali sector is not in itself to be transgressive.
An informal sector is not necessarily a subversive sector, and indeed the Kenyan State
tolerated Jua Kali for years before, indeed, formalising the informal by fully allowing and
recognising it. The most we can concede it that it is an ambivalent part of the wider
capitalist economy of Kenya: it is the space where those who need to survive on their wits
and their found objects go to talented work like bloody crazy and for pittances because
mainstream jobs are not available, or are poo; but it is also the safety-valve sector of our
capitalist economy, where those who might otherwise shout loudly and act go to ‘get
enough to get along’ from day-to-day while the fat-cats, yes, fatten. It is possible, then, that
the Jua Kali sector in fact contributes to the maintenance of our Kenyan hegemony, rather
than transgressing or, surely!, subverting it – the trangressive potential of Jua Kali is, as far
as I am concerned, just that: potential. The Will can never, in itself, make something the
case, and the desire is not the deed – a point that I think we made earlier in this essay with
regard to Negritude and, later, to cross-cultural-name-choices-in-Kenya, and that I’ve also
just warned about, above, when I stated that Vennyan poems (which are hybridisedmetaphorised Jua Kali products) are, like all poems, grounded in contexts and so in Kenya
are as likely to contain traces of pro-capitalism as anti-capitalism, all mixed up! It’s for us as
poets, as readers, as artisans and as purchasers of Jua Kali products, to decide if we’ll
passively consume or actively rework the product for some wider social solidarity of the
type that all Vennyan poems do contain, if we choose to work as the artisans have worked…
Poems are Jua Kali objects, and poets are Jua Kali artisans, working in that liminal place both
within and without State Capitalism, outside and inside, betraying both a loathing for
capitalism (a critique) and its contextualisation within the official capitalism. Both attitudes
are contained within the hybrid poem, and the reader’s massaging of the verse could
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actualise either of them, or both. But this complicity with, say, capitalism, is nothing new:
surely we know that the Socialist critic always needs her guard up, even which approaching
writings that are supposedly ‘committed’ to (Vulgar) Marxism: surely, for example, the early
novels of Ngugi betray, as literary products, their obligations to the publishing house and
the market, as much as they betray their formal obligations to the bourgeois novel of the
Austen variety, or the myriad ‘isms’ of ethno-chauvinism. Contemporary (post)Marxists
surely don’t believe, with earlier and slightly snooty Marxists of the Frankfurt School such as
Adorno or Marcuse, that the artist can transcend the class-based shackles of grubby society.
No, we don’t believe that: but we do believe that it can criticise capitalism’s structures of
injustice, just as it can, from its third space, its liminal realm of the this-and-the-that,
refunction ‘the unitary tribe’. I further believe that the work of bricolage that the Vennyan
poem is (a work which enables the producer-poet to be truly engaged with the product, and
his/her own boss), is an example of an undercurrent culture, as is Jua Kali, which points to
the potential and the promise of a re-socialisation of labour different from that alienated
form of labour that Marx identified more than a century-and-a-half ago, and which so many
still painfully live today in Kenya and the rest of the world. Let’s remind ourselves: Marx
believed that Capitalism contained within it the old division-of-labour that began in precapitalist periods, and which occasioned the basis of class division and alienation from work
and society. His concern was that Capitalism was distinctly unsocial, more than anti-social.
One thing he argued was that with the division-of-labour, ‘labour is simplified. The special
skill of the worker [which I argue the bricoleur poet-artisan retains] becomes worthless. He
becomes transformed into a simple, monotonous productive force that does not have to
use intense…intellectual faculties. His labour becomes a labour that anyone can perform’,
and so anyone can be sacked or exploited or, even if employed, gains little satisfaction from
work. For Levi-Strauss, the bricoleur was a primitive fellow: but we shall consider him and
the poet to not be aspects of the past, but of a residual undercurrent culture that points to
the possibility of just change, and that inheres, potentially threateningly, even though
partially incorporated, in the present of Capitalism. Poets, Jua Kali artisans, the unemployed
and the workers who suffer in the formal sector are potentially embracing comrades, surely,
and overlap and Venning with identities; they are not just the unitary poles of a simile,
waving to each other uselessly across chasms of mere diversity, as divided as labour.
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I am allowed to overcook the ugali and overegg the pudding: I am a poet – such things are
expected of me, especially when, like here, I attempt prose.

All this, I get from ‘Chronicle’ – or, rather, we can united read into ‘Chronicle’. Surely there
is such a thing as a solidarity reading. Muthoni doesn’t dictate to you, and neither will I read
to you: instead, read with me here, and with those artisans, those workers, those students,
who are all our hopes.

With the ‘premises’ in Muthoni’s poem, those workers, us, are ‘colourful and varied’. We
could read this as meaning that the oppressions of capitalism in Kenya and the wider,
globalised world spread across skin colours, creedal differences, ethnic affiliations, gender
and other narratives. We are reminded with Fanon and all radicals before and since, that
the Wretched of the Earth are a hybrid, ‘colourful and varied’ category, and that
wretchedness stems from the unjust structures of capitalism, and not from the diversiontactics of diversity – we are united in a wider suffering, rather than mini-units in
competition! Economics is relatively foundational: our differences could overlap and thrive
within a socialist environment, but within capitalism can only be viewed as diversity and
disunity. We called this poem a palimpsest, and focused on time and place, extending it
into other areas. Caribbean theorists using this term, such as Wilson Harris, while not
considering the implications for class-and-economics, have applied it similarly broadly,
emphasising how the palimpsest ridicules (as does Nyairo) all purities of race or culture, for
it reminds us that the past is always in the present, all peoples of, say, the Caribbean,
creolised and secure in this hybridity: not a diverse and mythical ‘Rainbow Nation’ like
supposedly multicultural South Africa (looks at the recurrent rifts there), but something
beyond, something third, something beyond colour-as-race and that old poo. What the
palimpsest reminds us is that we are mixed and hybrid and here, and so what?: what
matters is to consider the genuine socio-economic injustices of now, and work to change
these without the distractions of the unitary tribe, the pure colour, the authentic culture
and that sorta hullabaloney.
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We will give the last word to Muthoni’s poem, and that word is: ‘Dying’, written on the
signboard of the present incarnation of the ‘business premises’. It is the very first word of
the poem, but, as we suggested earlier, it is also the very last word of this sedimented
poem, bringing us in the palimpsest up to today. Again, there is the ambiguity occasioned
by that misspelling, the homophony (which again hybridises the oral and the scribal): ‘dying’
and ‘dyeing’. We are left at the end of this poem, which is also its beginning, wondering
whether our presently capitalist society really is dying, whether we have been fully alienated
from one another and are dying, whether the very act of working within the structures of
capitalism (dyeing clothes as a job distinct from tailoring the shirt) is killing us, or whether
we can kill capitalism, spurred on by the poet-and-worker. ‘”Dying” costs ten shillings’ –
capitalism makes life in general cheap, as well as wages in particular, low. Could we ‘dye’
our shirts red, the colour of Socialism? Is that ‘Dying’ in fact asking us to add to the poem,
and to ourselves act in society, for couldn’t we write another first verse-of-sediment,
reminded as we are by the whole poem that history is not static, but dynamic? Are we
being asked to kill of what we have now for the sake of societal rebirth, for a post-capitalist
Kenya? I shall read this poem in this manner. You may argue against me. Or you may
continue the chronicle, which means change!

But what I will say, is this: ‘Chronicle’, which seems to be a classic example of a from-thepage-poem in the manner of my own poetry, is in fact the Archetypal Vennyan Poem – an
Archetypal Vennyan Poem is a paradoxical proposition according to my waffly non-theory,
but I like paradoxes and uncertainties and the power that they devolve to the reader. It is
complex, dynamic, uncontainable, polysemic, aporetic, wise-without-telling, constantly
Venning – and, which is more, it is yours, it is ours! Most impressively, it is only twelve lines
long: radical change need not be laborious in the sense of dull, monotonous and
longwinded. But it is also very definitely laborious, in the sense of ‘for labour’, for us.

The New Vennyan Poets at a Glance: 5. The Rest of Us
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Now listen here, there are other recent names, which I’ll list, many of whom, like those
already mentioned, participate in the debate surrounding our recent post-election violence,
ethnicity and other identity-and-politics issues:
1. There’s that Stephen Derwent Partington guy, whose collection (yeah, let’s plug it),
How to Euthanise a Cactus (Cinnamon, 2010) can be ordered online at:
http://www.cinnamonpress.com/ Or: http://www.inpressbooks.co.uk/ You could
study this chap’s poetry in much the same way as I have above, or just enjoy it as it
attempts to prick your conscience. He’s Vennyan
2. There’s the excellent Njeri Wangari, aka Kenyanpoet, whose collection is also out
this year, and whose brilliant Kenyan cultural blog rightly draws your attention to
this fact: http://kenyanpoet.blogspot.com/ If I’d had access to her poems in print,
she’s the one other poet I would have written about in this essay, for she’s Vennyan
3. There’s Al Kags, who publishes a regular poetry newsletter online, which you must
access, or I’ll never speak to you again
4. There’s the Kenyan slammers, Imani and that lot
5. There’s Keguro Macharia himself, who blogs brilliantly, and whose poetry has about
it the faintest whiff of the postmodern-but-groundedly-so. He’s Vennyan, and he’s
the stick behind this essay
6. There’s those who do such important poetry-promotional work and real literary
activism via P.E.N.’s Kenyan chapter: Khainga and Philo, who’s recently been locked
up more often than I can remember or than she would probably like to
7. There’s Mukoma wa Ngugi, who I’ve written about formally and at length elsewhere,
calling him a ‘Janus Poet’, and who already has a well-deserved name, and who I’ve
consequently not mentioned, except in passing. But he’s Vennyan
8. There’s Shailja Patel, a performance poet, globetrotter and activist, who’s again got a
web-accessible name, and who I’ve consequently not mentioned, except in passing.
But she’s Vennyan
9. And then there are the Kenyan readers of contemporary East African poetry, who
are no less creative than the poets they study. In a place of honour, here at the end,
and never as an afterthought, I’ll mention the thrillingly eloquent young Kenyan
literary scholar, Evan Mwangi, who has already hinted at some of the things I expand
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upon here, in his published article, ‘Hybridity in Emergent East African Poetry: A
Reading of Susan N. Kiguli and Her Contemporaries’, which appeared in Africa Today

And that, friends, is it. I shan’t write an overall conclusion. This is: a) because I’m lazy, and
have already made the Vennyan overlaps and interchanges and hybridities between the
Vennyan poets clear, I think; b) because you must go and conclude in your own way, which
means supporting Kenyan poetry by buying and reading these writers’ books, by reflecting
and perhaps acting upon them. Exciting stuff, this poetry; exciting stuff. Good luck. Let’s
keep in touch. I’m off for a walk.
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